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Has New Single Out
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
StaftReporter
Singer Donnie Elliott isn't apt to be
writing songs nowadays.
He won't if things keep going the way
they are now for the 24-year-old country-
singer-songwriter who grew up at
Pottertown.
Elliott has a recording contract with
a Nashville studio. A single of his,
"Hard Lovin' Country Woman," is
getting airplay on country stations
nationwide. His record company, True,
talking abut an aibuinand passible
tour of England. 
_
But what about his song writing?
"I usually write when I'm depressed
or down," Elliott said in an interview
between public appearances recently.
He says he wrote "Hard Lovin' Country
Woman" after he returned froth
Milwaukee, Wisc., where he'd spend
months first doing a one—man
show,later teaming up with WCBL,
Benton, DJ Bill Burns. Elliott finally
put together a five-piece band.
"Our band turned out to be one of the
largest of its kind in Milwaukee.. .But I
guess! just got homesick and wanted to
get back home."
Home for Elliott meant the farm of
his foster parents, Mr. and Mrs. Linzy
Beane of Pottertown.
"I wrote the song in Pottertown, right
down on the farm with the cows,"
Elliott laughed.
"In the song I wanted to say that it's
hard to find a good woman and! had
--finally found mine," Elliott- said. He
was talking about his wife, Judy, who
currently teaches school near the
Elliott's home in Central City.
One set of lyrics in his song says:
Cowboy you'll see the change,
That a good woman brings,
gives you the sunshine.
loves away the rata.
You 't have to worry,
If she'll s goodby,
She'll be the nd of woman,
Who'll stand by ur side.





to record, he says he sorted through
almost 400 songs written by other
songwriters before mentioning that he
wrote. "I told them I did my own stuff
and they told me to bring some by," he
Said. The result was an Elliott number
'on both sides of the 45. The flip side of
"Hard Lovin" is called "The Road Will
Answer," an uptempo country-boogie
number. .
True Records released "Hard Lovin'
Country Woman" Oct. 2 for nationwide
distribution. Both AM stations in
Murray are *airing it and Elliott any.
record stores can now order the single.
Elliott says his music roets come
from a variety of sources — rock,
Outlaw country, Southern boogie,
blues. He describes 'Hard Lovin'
Country Woman" as a "country-disco
number with a touch of boogie and
Outlaw." Another Elliott effort due out
soon is called "Red, Red Rose."
Elliott's music career began early.
. He says be can remember strumming
on a guitar when he was five. His foster
parents, the Beanes, bought him his
first guitar when he was 13. Of the
Beanes he said, "They've played a big
part in my music. They bought-me my
first guitar. They always encouraged
me. If it hadn't been for them, Ilion't
know how I would have made it."
The singer-songwriter started
writing his own material when he was
19. He estimates. be has written 200
since then. "I've written some stinkers
and I've written some good ones," he
quipped. He says his four years on the
road have resulted in a number of songs
about people.
"A songwriter has to write material
that will relate to people," he said.
"For anyone who wants to get into the
music business, don't give up. It takes
determination, talent and luck. But
anyone who really wants it bad enough
can find it. You have to be able to take
the ups and downs...I want to be able to
help people in -my lifetime and give
them the chance that I have had,"
Elliott said.
An interview With Charles Colson
'Boit' Again Out Of The Shodows Of
n ena e
By JIM LUni ER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen. Russell
Long said today President Carter
seems flexible in his opposition to a
capital-gains tax cut.
But he said Carter told him he would
veto a tax-cut bill if it contains a rider,
added in the Senate, to give an income-
tax credit for collqge costs.
Carter met at the White RAMC WW1 —
Long and Rep. Al Ullman, who head a
House EK...tv conference- -panel -that-
scheduled last-minute bargaining today
to work out a bill before Congress ad-
journs on Saturday.
Carter has said he would veto the tax-
cut bill unless it is scaled down train the
$29.3 billion hi cuts approved by ibe •
Senate. .
D-Ore., and Lang,
said Carter Indicated he would aceept-a-
bill that grants cuts of between $16.4
billion, the figure approved by the
House, and $21.9 billion.
. "The president was concerned that
the bill as passed by the Senate would
cost far too much money, and he's right
about that," Long, the Senate Finance
Committee chairman, told reporters.
He said the conferees probably would
trim it to a figure Carter could accept.
• But tong added that he thinks the
conferees will press Carter on cutting
taxes on capital gains, which are the
profits from the sale of property such as
stocks, bonds, or real estate. The
president has said he would veto
4neasures-to grant large capital gains
_cats because they favor the rich over
the poor
Long said, however, he believes
Carter may give on the matter. "I think
the president will be reasonable," he
said.
Administration officials have
-criticiied both Senate and House bills-
as being much too generous to the high. 
Incomeinvestors- who would benefit
most frOm a big Cut in capital gains
taxes.
Long said the tuition tax credit was
the only specific item whose inclusion
the president said would prompt him to
veto the entire bill. Carter has said he
would veto the tuition tax credit as a
Sentencing Is Se fin N
For Man Convicted In Porn Trial
ax
separate measure, but the Senate
added it to the tax-cut bill as a form of
"veto insurance."
Long also said the president did not
specifically discuss a bipartisan
amendment that would cut federal
income taxes by $164.5 billion over the
next five years, provided spending is
held in check.
Republicans were asking_thg_klmse_
to instruct its members on the cons
ference temmittee to. _cadssat
provision.
When the House was debating next
year's budget on Aug. 16, a similar
proposal failed by only five votes.
Carter, viewing an economy
struggling against -inflation... and
unemployment, is said to oppose any
action that would lock in tax cUts
beyond 1979.
Long said Carter did express concern
generally today about "out-year costs"
of the bill, meaning tax reductions in
years beyond 1979.
PADUCAH — Formal sentencing is
set in U.S. District Court here Nov. 29
for a Murray man convicted Wed-
nesday afternoon of two counts relating
to interstate transport of alleged ob-
scene materials for the purpose of
resale.
According- to the federal court clerk
here, a jury found Charles Wesley
Clevenger, 42, a former operator of
Fantasy Isle in Murray guilty on two
counts — interstate transport of alleged
obscene materials and interstate
transport of alleged obscene materials
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Becoming mostly cloudy with a
chance of showers and thun-
derstorms this afternoon. Mild
with highs today in the low to mid
70s. Periods of of showers and
thunderstorms tonight. Lows in,.
the 60s. Showers and-thun-
derstorms ending and turning
colder Friday. Highs- in the 60s.
A federal grand jury indicted
Clevenger and Donald Traywick,
McKenzie, Tenn., in August. Murray
Police, agents with Federal Bureau of
Investigation and Kentucky State
Police undercover agents raided
Fantasy Isle on 15th Street in late July,
arresting both Clevenger and Traywick
the same day.
Traywick has pleaded guilty to-
charges against him, according to the
clerk, and is expected in federal coUrt
for formal sentencing Nov. 6. Accor-
ding to reports, Traywick, under a plea
agreement, was recommended to
receive atwo year prison sentence. The
agreement also provides that Traywick
serve the first 90 days of the sentence,
serve the rest on probation, and pay a
$2,500 fine. But, according to reports,
U.S. District Judge Edward Johnstone,
has-'delayed rejection or acceptance of
the-toot-aural.
In connection with the trial in federal
court, Calloway County Judge-
Executive Robert 0. Miller today
responded to a portion of Traywick's
testimony during the trial. According to
reports, Traywick implicated the
county judge-executive, naming him as
a possible customer for some of the
alleged pornographic material.
Miller said," Tuesday night on the 10
p.m. news, I thought Sam Burrage (a
reporter for WPSD-TV, Paducah) said
that a witness in federal court had said
that I was a customer of the bookstore
or whatever business- was in Murray.
There is not one iota of truth in the
statement of that witness.
"I was not acquainted with the wit-
ness who supposedly used my name in
testifyingor the person he was quoting;
so far as I know, I never saw who they
were or where theis business was
Inated until their arrest . was
publicized.
"I simply cannot imagine how or why
my name was -used by either the wit-
p.
ness or the person he purported to
quote.
"I have been in politics a long time
and some of these things happen to you
I suppose. Maybe it,is part of the price
you pay for being prosecuting attorney
and judge for 25 years," Miller said.
The county judge-executive added,"I
am sort of like Adlai Stevenson. I am






Miss Rangerette 1977, Miss Gina ,
Herndon, will turn over her crown to
the new Miss Rangerette 1978 at the
pageant to be held Sunday, Oct. 15, at
-27-30 p.m.-at the Woodmen of the World
building.
Ten young Ftangerettes who are in the
age group of 8 to 15 will via for the
crown. They are Ii!fargaret 
BurchfieldDeana Cunningham, Lisa Carol Cun-
ningham, Leigh Ellen Estes, Vonnie
Sue Hays, Tabethia Johnson, Michelle
McDougal, Mitzi Gayle McDougal,
Sherry Newsome, and Michelle Spann.
Each contestant will present a talent,
model a dress, and answer one'
question. A talent winner will be chosen
as well -as a winner and her court, ac-
cording to Marilyn Herndon, chitin:ow-,
of the event sponsored by the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the
World.
A reception will be held for the
contestants and all guests following the
crowning of the 1978 Miss Rangerette.
Mrs. Herndon said the public is in-
vited to attend the pageant and the
reception.
The rehrsal for the contestants will
-- be held Saturday, Oct. 14, at 1:00 p.m.
at the WOW Building. -;
By WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher '
Charles "Chuck" Colson, former
special counsel to former President
Richard Nixon and one of the five
closest men to the resigned president,
saIka in Paducah this week to speak at a
Chamber of Commerce Prayer Break-
fast. Colson, who spent seven months in
federal pen, for his confessed misdeeds
En the Watergate affair, has followed a
career of Christian service since his
release.
He has written the account of his life
as related to•Watergate and his con-
version to Christian service in the book,
."Born Again," and this book has been
made into a movie that Is being sold out
across the nation by the same title,
"Dorn Again."
Colson stayed in Paducah at the home
of Dr. and Mrs.Louis Myre and related
wane of his eves *sees during a dinner
party for several guests on Tueaday
evening, -- • _
lie said that he had gone from
working around the clock for 31.7 years
in the pinnacle of power to seeing the
world pass by over barbed wife in a
federal prison compound. The man who
masterminded the 61 percent landslide
for Nixon reflected on his role as a
"Watergate ,Seoundrel." He Was quick
to say he had no bitterness for Richard
Nixon or others in the Watergate scan-
dal.
"The ship went aground and we all
had a part in it and we needed to stand
like men and take our medicine.- he
said. He said that he had talked with
Nixon since coming out of prison and he
refused to discuss the personal part of
the talks. However, he did say that
Nixon would have much sympathy with
anyone wbo said, "burn those tapes."
"My Christian life is a reality and no
cop-out," -he said with deep conviction.
"Some of toy friends have said I'm
making a fool out of myself aild I have
two piles of mail saying that you are
free you can tell the bad truth about
—*been and the other - saying-n°*460
you are free you can defend Nixon."
His theme during the conversation
was man's relationship to God rand how
sorely this is needed at this time in ow
nation. "I don't see much hope for
mankind unless We get right with God,.
right with our fellowman, love one
another and get right with the sick and
needy," he added.
The low point in his life, he discussed,
was during his stay in prison while
waiting to testify on Watergate. His
father had died, he had been disbarred
from law practice and his son, Chris,
who had never been in trouble was
charged in Carolina with illegal sale of
"At this time two Christian men
entered my life," he said. One was
Senator Hirold Hughes, a Democrat
from Iowa and Congressman Al Quie,
Republican from Minnesota. The 20-
year Congressman, Quie, found an
obscure law where one man could serve
another's sentence and lie offered to
serve Colson's term. -Soon after Colson
was released And sct craw his "new_...
life" and dedication to prison reform.
The receipts from his book and the
movie are placed in trust for "Prison
Fellowship." This program carries the
word of God into the prison system of
the nation.
He said the saddest commentary on
Jr culture today is some peoples'
ecade of me thinking." Look at the
sellers today and you will find.
'Winning Through Intimidation" and
"Leoking Out for No. near the top of
'We twe living in an age of egocen-
trieity," he added. ."Materialism has
beeorne a cult. Anierieans have lost the
deeire to change things in moral ab-
whites and truth because of selfish
materialisms," he said.
Fie spoke of going into staff meetings
with Henry Kissinger and hearing the
fottner secretary of Mate say, "Gen-
leMen the decisions we will make here
!oclay .wto affect the cotkue of all
•.rlinkirid." Colson laughed and said,
Ittotdd us that every day, seven days
twit and 51 weeks a year':
Colson mid he once went home and






A member of the Calloway County'
High Future Farmers of America
(FFA) chapter has been nominated to.
receive the American Farmer Degree,
the highest presented by the national -
organization.
The student, Joe Dan Taylor, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor of Airno,was
nominated for the degree by Kentucky
WA Association.
Joe Dan Taylor
—National FFA Board of Directors,
meeting recently in Alexandria, Va.,
approved the nomination.
One of 807 FFA members nationwide
nominated ,for the American Farmer
Degree, Taylor will receive the degree
in a special ceremony Thursday, Nov. 9
in Kansas City, pending a final vote of
approval of 122 student delega$es
representing over half a million FFA
members.
According to an FFA spokesman, the
American Farmer Degree highly
sought because it is presented to ap-
proximately one member in 700 of the
507,108 member organization. It is
presented only by the National FFA
wswardarainerota inaanhara who have
&stood-Med exceptional agricultural
and leadership achievements, the
spokesman said.
Taylor is currently farming in part-
nership with his father. lie earned the
- ArriericanYermer degree on the basis
of an outstanding farm experience
_Orogram and FFA leadership ac-
tivities, the spokesman said.
Taylor is the second Calloway County
-High FFA student nominated for the
FFA award in recent years — Steve
McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.D.
McCuiston, Route 4, Murray, was the
'Other student. •
To qualify for the American Farmer
Degree, FFA members advance
through a system of degrees unique to
the FFA organization, the spokesman
said.
FFA members begin as Greenhands
and after one year of membership may
be advance by the local chapter to the
degree of Chapter Farmer. The third
degree. State Farmer, is presented by
the state FFA association to two per-
cent of the state's FFA membership in
any one year. Only students who have
earned the State Farmer degree are
eligible for the American Farmer
Degree.
The National FFA convention is an
annual event of the Future Famrers of
America and is carried out in
cooperation with the U.S. Office of




that would make the whole country
proud of him. "It was postal reform and
at that time you could mail a letter for
six cents and get it anywhere in the
country in two days." Enough said.
Colson told about. his prayer group in
prison, three blacks, four whites in-
cluding a dope peddler, stock swindler,
and the former aid to a president. "We
prayed for the release of a member on
parole and he got -his parole and after
that everyone wanted in the group," he
quipped.
"The answer to the frustrations we
feel at this time are within our own
hearts and deep within ourselves
probing the questions of why we are on
this earth," he said. "It goes much
deeper than Shirley McClain .the ac-
tress said in a recent interview, that
pleasure was ,a journey through
yourself and each should. work for the
consurnation of our own identity," he
added. "If this is all there jo then life is
a sad commentaryt'i.he said.
Having been In the place of the paiiir
and the pit of the powerless this man
has found a transformation in his life
through God and makes everyone truly
believe this.
He did not touch on politics much but
did say be had changed is registration
from Republican to Democrat. "I
couldn:t stancilo see a Republican go to
prison," he laughed.
Colson was introduced by Rev. John
Wood, minister of First Baptist Church
of Paducah. Rev. Wood said that Co
came to Paducah for the price of two
coach air fare tickets qnd a lodging
place. No fee was .required and the
prayer breakfast was a non-prilfit af-
fair.
This led the writer to believe the man .
is deeply dedicated and his life is -
meshed with the service to mankind
that he talked about with 90 much
conviction. If you have not read hi
book, "Born Again" do so and see the
movie, too. He has made a new life and
it seems to be working well, for this .
man, Charles Colson,Out at the shadow-..
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ened* le Menhems I.et-
tenons. Creame,Tred French,
Marvin Scott, Hamer Fred
Williams. and Charlie
The mead meeting will be
hal Temiley, Oct. 17, at ,7 :30
pm. at the (laird. .
All-purpose white flour
comes two ways nowadays -.
bleached and unbleached.
Choose the kind you prefer.
Quality Amociation basin=
must decide an which gads
mete he achieved the ,
terested-Orpeopleartrald -
served.
Dr. F.J.L. BL ASINGAM
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• Sham* hello.
Licht Side- Faye mart larliellilm.srd 11* arida Orman. Cheryl lark •
Sharoii Kelso, Faye Hurt - atirriers .‘"Operators
- —Be Good To Your Hair .
Let one of our hair sti rest
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Mr. and _tits. Gene Dodd Of Murray aunounte the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only
daughter, Deborah Faye, to Terry Wayne l,ovett,lion of Mr.
and Mrs. WayrirLovett of Fairdealing.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School.
Mr- Lovett is a 1973 graduate at South Marshall High.
School and is employed at the General Tire and Rubber
Cornpany,Mayiield. • _ . •
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Nov. 24, at
seven p.m. at the Goshen United Methodist Church. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend.
AFGHAN TO AID CHILDREN-The Kentucky Welfare
Association is sponsoring a drive for donations to purchase
Christmas gifts for foster children in the eight county Pur-
chase District. To aid the fund drive, the P.. chase District
KWA which is a non-profit organization is accepting
donations on a hand crocheted rose afghan which wM be
given away on Nov. 17. The afghan is white with rose design,
is hand washable or dry cleanable and is a courtesy of Mrs.
Evelyn Logan. The afghan is on display at Littleton's, 404
Main Street, Murray, through Tuesday, Oct. 17. Donations
may be made at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, 1203
Chestnut, Dor-Mae Fashions, Dixieland Shopping Center, or
a member of the association. Mrs. Hart, KWA president, is
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Mrs. Nonnie Gordan of
Dexter hat been a patient at
Lourdes Haapital, Paducah. _
p(OFFITAt PATIENT--
Robert Nelson of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
James William Francis of
,
DISMISSED, HOSPITAL
Susan Marie Peebles of
Murray was dismissed Oct_ 3
from theiConununity Hospital,
Mayfield.
In Matihattan in 1683, the
British colonists feared an
attack by the French. They
dumped dirt into the harbor to
extend the shoreline so a
platform could be built for a
dismissed Sept. 30 from the
Community Hospital;
AbYtield•
•: r S 14 t: 1 re Si:S.
how the Battery got it's name,




A group of Englishmen ma• ny years ago form-
ed a-group called • :Society for the Prevention of
Unwholesome Diet" to discourage people from
- eating potatoes. Although the Society has long
--stnee-beeR torgotren, f& initials ''SPUD'have
• i elkititka -.. . 
Perhaps thg, moat surprising virtue of the
Its
tturdytaste and filling texture mislead people as
to its actual calorie count In truth, it has about
the same calories as a large apple or less than a
  half cup serving of cottage cheese_ In .adtlition.
the potato is low in sodium, virtually fat free,
easily digestible, and a good source of fiber for
the body.
Its important to irnow that you can eat pota-toes often, even if you are trying to lose weight.
Potatoes are a very economical source of good -nutrition
Miller & Buckingham-
Wedding Is Saturday -
Miss Alisa. Ann • Miller,
daughter of the late listise
Taylor Miller and Richard
Miller- of Austin, Texas, and
Mark Buckingham, son
and Mrs. Buddy Buckingham
of Murray, have completed
plans for their wedding on
Saturday, Oct.14.
The double ring ceremony
will be read, at too p.m. in a
garden wedding at the Murray
Woman's _Club House with the
 Rev_ Nnrmar Crittardo. and
- the Rev. Robert -EnIerson
officiating.
A reception will follow the
ceremony. .
Only out of town invitations
will be sent and all relatives;
and friends- are - -Visited Act
attend
I iii Film Stflkt
Al 14 Discastt
DEIELOPING






Hsi,. 12* - 7S3-4633
Fro•Psiiiig at





JUNIOR AND MISSY STYLES
15% OFF
Save on our entire separate




Choose any junior or missy
—*less in stock and save.





REG. 12.00 TO .00
899 To 299
Long gown and pajail
KOMAR'. Buy &flossy. : 
- , •-•/ • - —
Formfit
BRAS
REGULAR 5.50 - ,•
.299





Exciting styles in camel, red, navy and vicuna.








Save 21.00 on beautiful
tweed blazers in grey,
wine or brown. Sizes





Regular size 8: compact travel size.
• ,
V




--Fredl3•Ort•au/ItTherber n pASaitirille Yhk °Liebefareakitai4 - Murrill Civic Musicniestre
thX wal- nt. theC umbetiand_fresbyterimi__cigginv_ma be at widow spor,?m4 by Past PafrOns OwensboroSymphony
bins bcd by siturray_ • and Past libtrons Club' of 
Symph
iiialestimpoonty community zordar4obazasialostar,sa. Orchestra at Lovett 
' be bold from us a.m. to twelve Aidit°141inl• if iltrallr tàeTheatre.. -
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Linda Fain at 7 30
•
Student exhibition of
photography by Robin Gail
•Tredertick-, Owesiabor-will-he
ih the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray.
State University, through Oct.
5.
• 'Theatre, ". A Thurber
Carnival," will be at Holiday . • Saturday, October 14
sponsored y Murray- Captain_ Wendell Allan
Calloway County Copimmity Chapter of the Daughters of
Theatre. the American Revolution will.
meet at the home of Mrs •
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs_ Hot  ..-Dunn-at-74.114--Roy.0. Hatton as-speaker.
p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 pm. at the lodge hall.
Masons are urged to
attend and visitors • are
welcome.
Joint meeting—d-Haptist-
Young Women of FirstBaptist
Church will be a salad supper
at the Fellowship Hall at 6:30
The .Murray Ai t Guild will
,he___apen_eacti Thursday until





Santos Ojeda, pianist, will
be • presented in a recital at
8:15 p.m. in the Old Recital
Hall. Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building. Murray State
University. sponsored by
student chapter of the Ken-
tucky Music *Teachers
Association. Admission Ls free
and a teception will follow the
_- __ recital.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at Auditorium,. Murray State, atthe home of
Mrs. Fred_Giaghttaulat eight p.m. •
Rehearsal for the Miss
Rangerette Pageant will be
held at the Woodmen Building
at one p.m. _ _
_ runner theatre, "A Thurber-
-Carnival," will be at Holidsiy
Lnn, sponsored by Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre. Call 759-1752 for
reservations.
Parents' Da.. sponsored by
the Student Government
Association and the Student
Development Office, will be
held • at Murray Sting.
University with events.,
planned throughout the day
and-evening.
Murray State will play
Middle Tennessee in an OVC
football game at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Murray. at 7:30 p.m.
Talent show and crowning of
Murray State's Miss Black
Homecoming Queen will be at
the Student Center
University, at three p.m.
mew hall on t4 
'
,0hwa.,1•21 Admission is by Civic Music
; North-7:;' johnny Roberijos; Association membership card
Howl Tickets areTWO Olen M'SU St(id"rit identification
' Singing featuring GospeL




Benefit supper and gospel
singing- for , Crippled
Children's Telethon will be at
Dexter 'Community Center.
Plate hincheo will be sold from'
four to p.m. with -singing
at seven p.m.
Breakfast to open National
_ usiness o en s
the Murray Business and
Profession-AT Women's Club
 wrIlheat BOitonleaPartl at.7:454.m•
Miss Flangerette Pageant,
sponsored by•Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of WOW will be at
Woodmen building at_ _ 2:30
p.m. A reception will-1011ov,
and the public is -*Milted to
-attend.
Members 'of Xi Upsilon national, "Reaching Out,"
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi was presented by Mrs.
Sorority of Paris, Tenn., met Wasson. .•
the--IrMe 4 Mrs- James 
C. After the closing ritual =I
(LtR Williams, Doran Mizpan the hostess served a
-Rood, Murray. on --hionslay-:-..--phAts.chi° tort. cheese -sticks,
evening, Oct. 2. nuts, coffee, and soft drinks.
Mrs. Ralph Wasson.
president, conducted the At the Sept. 18 meeting held
meeting after the opening in the home of- Mrs. 'Bill
ritual. Rushing plans were McCracken, Paris. Tenn., a
made for a Coke party at the surprise bridal shower was
Wasson home in Paris on held in honor of Mrs.
Sunday, Oct. 72.. , Williams. Besides the many
_..The _cultural prcgrara'gifts from the' members... Ibk
"Heritage For the Future"as traditional bridal tray was
bite --from the official presented Mrs. Williams from
program book. of Inter- the chapter.
z
Starks iionte Scene-Of Class 114ting
The Willing Workers Sunday
-School Class of Sinking Spring
Church met in the home of
Kathryn Starks on Monday.
Sept. 18; with thirteen
members and two visitors
present.
Kathryn Starks gave the
devotional thought on -Free
From Sin's Law" Officers for
1978-79 were installed by Ruth
Warren—
. Betty Gentry and Judy
Hughes served refreshments
to Mildred Harrison, Gladys
Williamson. Linda Cooper,
Patsy Neale. Pt Dalton,
, •
Evelin Willie, Mary Turner,
Kathryn Starts, Ruth Warren,
Linda ' Roach, and Carolyn







Sunday, October 15th 1:00-6:00
Dixieland Shopping Outer
Special Attractions This Year Include:
. - Wheat Weaving . Beading.
--.:- Silk Flowers *Scroppet Foil
Many more ideas from the Fabulous_ New Book-
"Create A Christmas"
*Door Prizes
Make It And Take It Tables


















Reg. $2.10 Open House







Fill out and bring to Behr's:
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER - MURRAY, KY.
Name  Phone 
Address 
Famous Name Sportswear Cool Weather sweaters
-X Ponts • Skirts_• Shirts • Veists in rich fall colors and
• -Jackets. Reg. to 2999 patterns. Reg. to 1599
Chit'big tops 'hi -
many styles & pants
in all colors. Reg. to .15
Great selection of styles, materials, and colors. Reg. 2299 to 39"
FASHION SHIRTS
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It was inevitable.. First we
cut down On our sugar, then
there was, as vie rememb4.






- ped Rutting salt onto everything safer.
then tossed out the meat ten- For now, it seems, those who
derizer. We., threw away the insist on eating what they
- kid's pajamas and stopped , (quaintly, ill the view of some)
smoking anything stronger refer to as a "well done" ham-
than an occasional hunk of burger will just have to do a
meat on the outdoor grill that slow broil. And, until somebody
is, until charcoal was con- discovers that all along it's
demned and sunburn was- ad- really -been the laboratory
ded to the list. Now, as animals who are carcinogenic
everybody must have heard, — or until the scientists come
the scientific spoilsports are -up-with an artifieal carcinogen
suggesting that any hamburger I that can be substituted for the
turn into-a killer. __lee what great- American in-
Well, -Wimpy won't starve stitution will be challanged
and there's no need to panic. next. You don't suppose that
American enterprise, and the apple pie will turn out not to be
federal government will rise to good for us, do you? And, come
this occasion. True, it may'be a to think of it, what about Mom?
- elite before McDonAtd'S—Can ...The wiakaigna P•st
---
successfully recall all its ••
models; but surely in due cbiir-
se the government will
establish a Bureau of Ham-
burger Helpers (under
VISTA?), and move to sub-
sidize _the develepm-ent of a 
m tita gen-Tree. ham-
• burger prototype thatl can be
fried in a simulated pan.
In the meantime, of course, it
is claimed (who knows what the__ _
truth of any of this is?) that you -
can reduce your pan-fried risk
of death down to a neat, 10 per-
cent just by eating the ham-
burgers rare, or better yet, raw
— and never mind that some
people go Yecch! at the mere
thought of rare meat or that





The taxpayers are the real
victors in the vote by the House
of Representatives to uphold
President Carter's courageous
veto of the politically sacrosan-
ct public works spending bill.
Not since Dwight D.
Eisenhower has a president
had the-nerve to blackball a bill
which funds those juicy con-
struction projects so dear to
every lawmaker's. heart.
Congressional leaders'. -Were
confident they could muster the
two-thirds majority needed to
override the veto and shove the
budget-busting bill down the
• president's throat. After all„the
House had passed the measure
by the resounding vote of 319 to
71.
But when the roll was called
Thursday, only 223 votes could
be found to override, while.190,
far more than needed, were
cast to back up the president.
•"That's a remarkable tur-
naround.
Capitol Hill picked this fight
with Carter. The lawmakers
loaded the measure with Money
for projts the president op-
posed, Illigged the bill with
misleading totals, then defied
him to veto it.
But the president played har-
dball, too. He made his fight on
grounds the measure was
wasteful, excessive and _in-
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flationary. Hours before - the
vote, he sent each House mem-
ber a message pointing to a new
surge in wholesale prices; "1
urge-you-to help me control in-
flation and to set an example of
_ leadership for the nation by
supporting my veto of the
public works bill." A lot of
lawmakers got the message.
The vote strengthens the
president's.hand in future'spen-







_ _ Seine Of World Wlar II Woes
Of Grease, Tin Can Collecting
When I wrote recently about the 1943
edition of the Pontiac, Mieh., paper
diana Scarbrough had come up with at a
disposal sale and how the people of
Pontiac were collecting grease and
meat fat for the war effort, it struck a
nerve with Orman Price.
Orman is the retired director of
security at Murray State, but just
before he went to the Army in the early
1940s, he and his brother, Maxon, were-
running a general store in Barlow. The
place had been in their family for
years.
Started by their great-uncle,
Washington (Uncle Wash) Crice in 1882,
'their father had gone to work for him as
a boy about the turn of the century, and
in 1916 bought the store for himself.
In 1938, about three years before
America entered World War II, Orman.
and Maxon, who later was to serve
several terms on Murray State's board
of regents, took over the store from
their father. They were to operate it
until, the late 1960s.
+++
When America entered the war, one
of the first patriotic movements to
come down the pike was a government
'vice for everybody to collect and save
their grease and meat fats. It could be
reprocessed into a valuable ingredient
and used in the manufacture of
munitions.
They were asked to turn it in at the
nearest store - which, in Barlow,
meant the Price brothers' place.
"The first thing we knew, here they
came," Orman recalled the other day,
"with grease in-coffee cans, glass jars,
water glasses, tin Cans, everything
imaginable.
"We soon had grease stored all over
the back room. We must have had 200
pounds of the stuff."
The big problem,: however, was that
whoever had done such a good job of
setting up and promoting the grease




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Forget
that old expression about not taking any
wooden nickels. They could be pretty
valuable.
The coins, children of the Great
Depression, were used as legal tender
until Congress frowned on the idea.
"I'll take all I can get my hands on, if
the price is reasoneble," said Joy
Parrish, who probably has the best
collection in Kentucky.
"It includes a set of flats, which are
Shaped like dollar bilk, and the wooden
- money issued by Paris, Ky., to observe
Its 150th birthday."
Her home at Stamping Ground also
contains thousands of commemorative
pieces distributed by other cities,
states, and business organizations. But
the rarest and most expensive coins are
those which came from Tenino, Wash.,
a thin of 800
"Wooden money was born there when
the bank failed in the 1930s," said Mrs.
Parrish. -The idea originated with Don
Major, publisher of the Tenino
Independent."
Cash was in short- supp• ly and Major
suggested to the chamber of commerce 4
that script, printed on sliced, rec-
tangular wood, be used during the
emergency.
• Each piece that later came off
Major's presses was signed by three
responsible citizens of the community
In the order of their age. The money
was in denominations of 25 cents, 50
cents, and J.
"-People datild obtain. tip to 29 percent
of what they had on deposit in the
bank," -Mrs. Parrish effilained. "This
enabled them to Luz time business as
usual during the depression."
When the bank began paying off
depositors, the chips were redeemed at
90 cents on the dollar.
But credit for issuing the first wonder
nickels and dimes goes to another towri
in Washington - Blaine, where the
practice started after the bank closed
its doors.
"They didn't have any redemption
date on theirs, and it wasn't long before
Congress passed the word that it didn't
want anyone but the federal govern-
ment in the money business,' said Mrs
Parrish.
She became -a collector in 1948, is
past president and a life member of the
California State Wooden Money
Association, and a member of the in-
ternational organization.
"Wooden money can be traced back
to the Byzantine Empire and later to
Tibet and China but it never achieved
popularity," she said.
When Mrs. Parrish and her husband
aren't operating their fishing resort at
Stamping Ground, they're on the road,
particulary during the winter months
"It gets pretty cold here," said Mrs.
Parrish, who once lived in California.
where she distributed the mail for 21
years around the North American
Aviation plant.
U.S. Postal Service isn't what it
used to be," she said. "I should know."
On Aug. 21, 1972, the Harlan Daily
Enterpriserat Mrs. Parrish's request,
-insiled a copl or-the nevrliba per- to her
home in California.
siiyearalat.er inicaatucky •
neglected to arrange for it to.beltoked
L'up at the collection points. -
"We tried to get the meat packers
who supplied us to take it," Orman
laughed, "but they didn't want it. They
didn't have any authority to collect it, •
and wouldn't have known what to have
done with it if they had."
sior some time, the grease continued
to pile up at the *ore until it became
apparent to-the-Prices that they had to -
do sornething with it. Maxon came up
with the idea of boiling it down and
putting it into some 50-pound lard cans.
That was fine with Orman, so a fire was
built out back of the store and the
grease cooking process begun. But this;
too, produced problems.
+++ -
"I heard Maxon a 'hepvin' something
awful out there," Orman said, "and
'found him nauseated from the rancid
fumes coming off the grease., He was
sick for several days as a result of it,
and I ended up cooking down all that
grease and putting it into the lard
cans."
Back into the store's back room again
went the grease, but now in the 50-
pound cans for compact, easy storing.
Still no one wanted to take it off their
hands. Finally, ,sornething had to be
done. They decided simply to throw it
away.
o. their father, "Mr. Pete" Price,
said. He would feed it to 'some prize
hogs he had on a farm he owned out
near the edge of town. That was fine
with Orman and Maxon, and this was
done.
The hogs had no more lapped up the
last of the grease before they started
dropping over, deathly sick from the
heavy salt content in the grease. A
„nianber of them died. "Mr. Pete" was
fit to be tied, but it was his idea. That
ended the grease collecting at the
Prices' general'store in Barlow,
+++
It wasn't long, however, before the
flag wavers came up with another war
effort collecting gem. This time it.was
tin cans. Everybody was asked to knock
the ends out of their emptied tin' cans,
flatten them and turn them in to a
collecting station to be recycled for use
in the manufacture of war materials.
You guessed it. The Price brothers'
store became the Barlow collecting
point for the tin cans. to -handle them,
Orman and Maxon erected a fence
Business Mirror
high front windows which had been
cleared of its displays.
Their customers were encouraged to
bring their flattened cans to the store
and to toss them over the-fence into the
window area. "It was a good way to get
people into the store," Orman
chuckled, but this, too, became a costly
headache.
It) Years Ago
Murray State University is on the air
conducting program tests as a relay
transmitter in :the network of the
Kentucky authority for educational -
television: — - "'—
Five students of the Ezell Beaty
School took their state board _ 
examiniituni at LonTsvilf-e-.--ttey are-- -
Pam Dowdy, Cindy Mathis, Wancia
Nolan, Anita Turner, and Shirley
Castleberry.
Deaths reported include Clovis Don •
Kendall. - 7 *-
The Rev. W. BYeasey of Miami- Kin)
will be th eve elist and Fie n
n o ac on, Tam., will be the
music director at the revival services
at the Hazet Baptist Chu&
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Trigg County by the store of 13 to 7 in a
seasonal football game.
• 20 Years Ago'
The Murray Civitsn ClUb web
orgaith,ed at the Kentucky Colonel
Restaurant on Oct__ 9 with 
I sixteen
members already on the charter list.
Bill Thurman, Verne Kyle, Buford
Hurt, George Hart, Glenn Doran, and
Hugh Oakley have been named to the
Airport Board set up at a call meeting'
of the Murray City Council.
Deatiorted Include- Mn.
Charlene Jones and Mrs. Noah Wicker
The Rev. William Spearman of
Salem, Ohio, will assume his duties as
pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church, Murray, on Oct. 15.
ins idethe store across one of the 7-foot- 
:ranandL,-oa Isledanwll a RuthdeAnnet, Dor paimeGrogan,aonse _
----all of Calloway County, were named as
4-H District Project champions. - -
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. -James Williams on Oct. 10.
The mother is the former Jean Spann.
30 Years Ago
+++
One night, while the cans were
steadily piling up by day at the store,
Orman was awaken in the middle of the
night by the town's night policeman.
"You had better get down. to the
store, Orman," the officer said. "Your
front window has broken and those tin
cans are all over the. street..'_ .
Dori to the store went Orman and
Maxon and by ̂dawn had cleared up the
cans and boarded up their store win-
dow. But these, too, had to be thrown
away.
Like the grease, no one wanted them
either.




During Newspaper Week, I snouid
like to express the whole-hearted ap-
preciation of the Murray Woman's Club
for your long and complete cooperation.
The Murray Ledger & Times'
coverage of the activities and projects
of the ten club departments is a major
asset and of great assistance to the
club.
Your cdritinuing support is greatly
appreciated




And they all began to make excuse. -
Luke 14:18.
Our excuses oft accuse us. They
reveal attitudes, dispositions, interests
and evaluations. They have within




Be Hard To Take
NEW YORK (AP) - No other
Company or predator investment group
is likely to attempt seizing Control Data
Corp., the electronic computer com-
pany, as they have some other codi-
panies recently. ,
If they do, they're liable to run into a
time-consuming snare, with angry
stockholders ganging up on the
predator and sending it away, tale
between its legs and maybe some of its
financial fur ruffled.
Control Data believes in permanence,
commitment, and long-term profits. It
disdains the quick buck now that
usually leads to problems later. It likes
profits but maintains there's a lot more
to a company.
But what makes Control Data special
-- among other things, it would say - is
that it ammended it incorporation
papers to include such notlods, and to
protect shaseholders, employees and
even the community.
The first ametidinent would require
directors to measure any acquislUon
proposal in light of -the expected social
and ecinfornic effetts ... on non-
controlling stockholders, employees
and other eonstitntents.""
The other prohibit anyone who gains
control from completing a Merger r
other transaction unless a two-thirds
majority is obtained, or unless opposing
stockholders obtain a minimum price,
set by formula.
While the amendments themselves
are believed to be unique among
companies with multibillion dollar
sales, the philosophy behind them is
probably of even greater consequence.
William Norris, who founded and
heads Control Data, is a man of sharply
defined interests 'and concerns, and
sometimes he expresses them as
quickly and precipely as data being
enapped out by his computers.
Al the annual meeting last May, for
example. he scolded some economists,
security analysts and investors for
believing "the business of business is to....
maximize short-term profits." •
Innovations and policy decisions
might take years to prove themselves,
for example, and -so might company
efforts to attack social problems And
yet both, he maintains, might even-
teeny return greater profits.
"Seiving a Major need of society will
generally result in products and ser- •
vices that enjoy a more lasting demend -
than titr those that merely satisfy the' 
whimsof society," ' he told
shareholders.
A large delegation from 'Calloway
County visited the Watkins fanti in
Marshall Coluit y est &day-
the demonstration by the Kentucky Soil
Conservation Caravan.
'Deaths reported include James M.
Grugett, age 27, killed in an automobile
accident at Detroit, Mich. , 
Named as members of the Murry
High School yearbook staff were
William. McElrath, Joe Pat Hackett,
George Robert Allbritten, Bobby
Hargis, Tom Parker, Norma Lovins,
Eli Alexander, Gene Geurin, Joe
Thurman, Rupert Parks, Jr., Olean
Wilson, Janice Weatherly, Torn Lamb,
and Anna Ruth Billington.
The Rev. Dr. John Brandon Peters
will speak at the revival services at the
First Methodist Church, Oct. 17-24,
according to the church pastor, time
Rev. George Bell. •
Marriages announced include Velma
Tyree to Sylvan Darnell on Oct. 9.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 12, the 286th
day of 1978. There are 80 days left in the
year. This is Columbus Day.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1492, Christopher
Columbus discovered America.
On this date: - • -
In 1822, Brazil attained formal in-
dependence from Portugal. ,
In 1934, Peter II became King of
Yugoslavia following the assassination
of his father, King Alexander.
In 1942, in the-Pacific War, American
forces defeated the Japanese in the
Battle of Cape Esperance on
Guadalcanal.
In 1947, the American flag was
lowered on Corregidor as the fortress
rock was transferred to the Philippines.
In 1960, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev shattered decorum at- the
U.N. General Assembly by• pounding
his desk with his shoe.
In 1975, Pope Paul VI canonized Irish
Archbishop Oliver Plunkett, who was
executed by the British in 1681.
Ten years ago: A military 4iVerri-









L• eader Gerald Ford as Vice President
to succeed Spiro Agnew, .who had
resigned.
One year ago: President Carter
warned that if the U.S. Senate rejected
the Panama Canal treaties, it might
take 100,000 American troops to defend
the canal against civil unrest.
Today's birthdays: Joe Cronin of the
baseball Hall of Fame is 72 years old.
Poet and teacher Robert Fitzgerald is
68. Republican Sen. Jake Garn of Utah
is 46.
Thought for today: I have riever
taken any exercise except sleeping and
resting - Mark Twain, American
humorist; 1835-1910.
WRITE A LETI'ER
Letters to the.editor are welcomed
and encouraged* All letters-must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be‘
included for verification. The phone
numberwill not be published. •
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever 'possible
arrd should ,be on topic" of general
Interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense, or reject any letter_ and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to -
Editor, The Murray Lediter & -
Times, Box 32. Murray, Ky
Auk* 11116.141tAltIWt Awe tAiDOWIL41-0111111111Coan '









1 MEAT MAKES THE MEMTHERE'S NO FINER MEAT THAN OWENS BEST
Armour Test Tender
With $12.50 Additional )))
Purchase Excluding V.
4 roll pkg.
'Tobacco & Dairy Prod. Tobacco & Dairy Prod.
,/.."/ BONUS SPECIAL.
BOTH WITH $25.00 PUR.





















NEWSPAPER TOUR.— Lowell Atchley, staff reporter for-the Murray Ledger & Times,
demonstrates one of the new video display terminals used in the production of the
newspaper to members of Mrs. Sally Crass' consumer education class at Murray High
'School. The class toured the newspaper plant and saw. the new equipment in
operation during a recent tour.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
1978 tobacco crop is estimated
at about 2.01 billion pounds, up
5 percent from last year's
production and 1 percent more
than forecast last' month, the
Agriculture Department says.
Flue-cure& output,
estimated at almost 1.23
billion pounds as of Oct. 1
surveys, is up 9 percent from
last yearadThrley tobacco, at
about.=millie.pounda.s Up-
1 percent from 1977. Minor
types of tobacco make up the
rest of the total estimate.
The average flue-cured
yield was put at 2,085 pounds
arLacre, compared with 1,917
KNOXVILLE, Tenn: (AP)
— The Tennessee Valley
Authority wants private
contractors to do more of its
engineering work, but none of
the new business will be going.,
to firms in the seven-state
region TVA serves.
TVA's Office of 'Engineering
Design asked approval from
Chairman S. David Freeman
today to award contracts that
could total $20 million for 10
large architect-engineering
firms.
Bill Willis, an assistant
manager in the engineering
office, said the firms are being
hired to avoid having to in-
crease the number of TVA
employees devoted to
engineering design work.
"Our manpower level woule
be a heck of a lot higher than
the 2,500 we have now if we
were doing all of our work in
house," Willis said. "If we
tried to do it all, there would
be no stability in our em-
ployment."
With the largest power plant
construction program in the
last year. Burley's yield was
reported at 2,400 pounds an
acre against last year's
average of 2,298 pounds.
Flue-cured production, by
types and major belts and
compared to the 1977 harvest,
was estimated as: •
Type 11, Old and Middle
Belts — North Carolina
290,825,000 pounds for 1978 and
283,200,000 last year; Virginia
103,600,000 and 109,495,000. •
Type 12, Eastern North
Carolina Belt — 413,850,000
and 346,035,000.
Type 13, N.C. Border and
South Carolina — North
Carolina 107,840,000 and
"Country, TVA spent about $100
million last year on
engineering design work.
About 20 percent of the work
was handled by outside
engineering' firms or equip-
ment manufacturers,
Willis said provisions in the
new contracts will allow his
office to contract up to $2
million with each firm for
work as it is needed before
having to go to the TVA board
for approval, -
- The work is being awarded
.through personal service
contracts, a device TVA is
using more frequently in





TVA awarded 424 personal
service contracts last year
compared with 41 consulting
contracts. She estimated the
total cost of the consulting
contracts at between $350,000
and $404,000 but said TVA
officials were unable im-
mediately to put together
Attorneys In Gaines Kidnapping
Case To Ask New Trial Location_
:HUNTINGDON, Tenn. (AI')
— Attorneys for three. men
accused of kidnapping Jodie
Gaines are scheduled today to
ask Circuit Court Judge
James England to move the
trial from Carroll County.
Attorneys Dwayne Maddox
and Raymond Ivey, court-
named lawyers for William
Andrew Dixon, 22, and Harvey
Douglas Dixon, 20, also filed
motions Sept. 22 asking that
the brothers' trial be severed
from that of the other
defendant, David Michael
Wilson, 25.
Maddox, Ivey and Wilson's
court-appointed attorneys,
Franklin Murchison of
Jackson and Carthel Smith of
Lexington, contend the trial
should be moved because of
extensive publicity about
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year-old daughter of Ben
Gaines, a McKenzie
businessman.
The three ,detendants, all
. from Paris,. Tenn., _w_ere-in---
dieted in September on
ctiarges of kidnapping for
ransom, grand larceny and
using a firearm in committing
a felnny. They pleaded in-
nocent.
In addition, the defense
attorneys asked that the in-
dictments against the three be
dismissed because they say
the Carroll County grand jury
was illegally constituted.
Miss Gaines was kidnapped
after she left the Carroll Lake
Country Club. She escaped
unharmed four days later
from a Kentucky Lake cabin
.where she was being held.
Miss Gaines lit a student at
Southern Methodist


















and 25,466,000; West Virginia
2,550,000 and 3,232,000.
figures on the cost of work
performed under the personal
service agreements.
Willis said officials sought
offers from 50 firms before
selecting the 10 submitted for
Freeman's approval. Willis
said the recommendations'
were based on price, gipertise
and experience rather than
whether the companies were
located in the Tennessee
Valley.
The firms getting the
contracts are Gibbs Ai Hill Inc.
and Ebasco Serviees
both of NeiillA; Brown-ii -
Root Development Inc. of
Houston; Stone & Webster
Engineering Corp. of Boston;
United Engineers & Con-
structors Inc. of Philadelphia;
Gilbert Associates Inc. of
Reading, Pa; C.F. Braun &
Co. of Alhambra, Calif.;
Burns and Roe Inc of Oradell,
N.J.; Betchel Power Corp. of
San Francis°, and Sargent &
Lundy of Chicago.
Boatwright's Wife
Chosen To Be On
November Ticket
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Livingston and McCracken
County Democrats, faced with
choosing between a mother
and, her daughter-in-law-
Wednesday night chose t
yodnger woman to be the
candidate in a special electi
;to fill the vacancy left by tilt
August death of state
John W. "Johnny" Boats
wright.
_The--- nominee for the 4th
District post was Boatwright's
widow, Linda Boatwright, who
was opposed for the
nomination by the late
representative's mother, Ann
Boatwright.
The district is Composed of
all of Livingston County and
the part of McCracken County
outside the city limits of
Paducah. The selection was
made by a vote of the
Democratic executive com-
mittee members from both
counties.
Both candidates said the
contest did not reflect a family
conflict.
Mrs. Boatwright is not
expected,, to have any op-
position in the special election.
A 10% penalty will be added to 1978 City
of Murray Property Taxes if not paid prior
to November 1, 1978. Payments made by
mail -must be postmarked se later thaw
October 31,1978 to avoid the 10% penalty.
Payment should be male_ at the city
clerk's office, City Hall Building. 5th and
Poplar Street, Monday thru Friday*:On
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and on Saturday, October
_264141141.11. to 1:00 PM.
































































































It's the carpet sale you've been waiting for. Huge savings on quality carpets
from Lees to us to you. We're passing along $2.00 to $3.00 per square yard on
every Lees carpet in stock. Hundreds of colors, textures and patterns. Come on
in. Let us help you buy the carpet you thought you couldn't afford. But hurry,























Si Long Lasting Fabric
All Prices Include Heavy Rubber Padding and Installation - Free Estimates
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‘4,1
arts curriculum in the United Approximately 25 percent of ditional children
States. the awards are expected to go Fellowship also covers to,
Approximately 65 to blacks, Mexican- and fees 111) to B4,000 enntia
Fellowships will be awarded Americana, native Americans. - The Danforth Founda..
, in April 1979, are now invited, to college seniors who are and Puerto Ricans. established in 1927, is a
, according to Dr. Terry H. nominated by . baccalaureate The Danfoilh._ Gradual._ a a t i o n a i.,. ed_ii.efabthal.
- Forman, Chairman --d- the -liaison officers. Another 40 to Fellowship is a one-year philanthropic ogigadialiori,
_ Department of Philosophy and 45 awards will be made to Ph. award --but is normally tiadicated to enhaiking the
' -AK-% RelIVQ11.3 Seudiegi-APLAKTAY„--4. gradv,a4s„ Auden-In- --ssinabbkamiticomplationa=htileAltu- .-diinerunans.*V-iite.
•:-Tr••• State University. . nominated - by . post- - lac idvanced-degree Of for a Activities of the Foundation
rri, The deadline to Mk in- baccalaureate liaison officers. maximum of four years of traditionally havelltileasiaed
re formation about the Applicants for the bac-..--- graduate study. Fellowship the theme of inwtoving there: ..
_ . 30, Foreman said, instressing college seniors wid may not dividnal need, but they will not leaning. .
§ noinmation process is October calaureate awards must be ̀  stipends are based on in- miality Of . teaching and
-- • - that the Fellowships are open have underta graduate exceed 42,500 for single William H. , Danforth._
- ' to all qualified persons who' level programs elf-Aucly„he Fellows, and for uuirried - -friend& orf.W1Uarslon Purina
careers of teaching in Colleges
and universities, and who plan
to study Lk a _dorloral degree
in any field of study common
-to the undergraduate liberal
The Foundation iscurrently
making a special effort to
bring -qualified persons-from-
racial and ethnic minorities
into the profession of teaching.
I It
Fellows who are married, or
are ''head of the household,"
-with tinekchild, can receive up
to $3,500. There are depen-
dency allowances for ad-
iCarter Welcomes Eeptian And
•1 Israeli Delegates Toiliashingion
-
Inquiries about the Danforth
Graduate Fellowships, to be
awarded by the Danforth
Foundation of St. Loyia, MO.,
By ROBERT B. CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
TON-4-A-Pi-,--- --
Egypt and Israel. urged by
President Carter to "stay until
we get this settled," are
▪ working out the final details of
a treaty to end 30 years of
warfare.
As he welcomed them to the
4-4 White House Wednesday
night, Carter promised the
Egyptian delegates he would
be "available any time I'm.
needed" to expedite the talks,
taking place under a United
Nations flag at Blair House,
across Pennsylvania Avenue
from the executive mansion.
-.Carter -was',7--forrnally •
launching -the talka this
morning with a brief
ceremony .in the East Room of
the White House. He then
planned to turn over the
American chair at the
bargaining' table to Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance.
The Egyptian delegation is
headed by the nation's defense
- minister, Lt. Gen. Kernel
Hassan All, and by acting
Foreign Minister Boutros
Ghali. The Israeli delegation
is headed by Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan and Defense
Minister Ezer Weizman.
- Dr. tirades Jones,
Paducah Fugitive,
Arrested In Sweden
PADUCAH, Ky. (API - Dr.
Charles Bronston Jones, 40, a
fugitive since his conviction ori
sex offenses last November,




Bryant announced the arrest
of the pathologist and said
efforts will begin immediately
to return him to this country.
Bryant said Kentucky will
have 40 days in which to seek
the extradition of Jones. who
was convicted of sex offenses
against nine young boys.
Jones Was sentenced to 59
years in prison at his trial in
McCracken Circuit Court and
had been free on bond when he
disappeared.
His bond of $100,000, set in
connection with his appeal of
the case, was ordered for-
feited in McCracken Circuit-
Court. The appeal has been
dismissed, Bryant said.
If the participants stick to
the framework reached at
Camp-David,- they-must agree--
on three demarcation lines
through the Sinai's sands to
achieve their goal of a peace
treaty by Dec. 19.
The most difficult problems
in achieving peace between
Egypt and Israel were ap-
parently solved at Camp
David and immediately af-
terwards When Israel agreed
to a complete withdrawal
from the Sinai, including the
withdrawal of its settlements,
in return for peace and normal
relations with Egypt.
One of the lines is supposed
to run roughly 30 miles-east of
the Suez Canal and the Gulf of
Suez. It will mark the closest
point to Israel at which Egypt
can station military. forces.
.A second line, lying from 12
to 25 miles west of the 1967
will irizrIr
demilitarized zone in which
only U.N. troops and lightly
armed Egyptian police will be
allowed.
The third line, running
'through the middle of the Sinai
from El Arish to 'Ras
Muhammad, - will mark the
point of interim withdrawal of
Israeli forces. Their pullback
is supposed to take place
within three to nine months of
the treaty's signifig.
American afficiais,
speaking privately, say they
are confident the lines can be
drawn. But they say ad-
ditional snags are possible if
either side attempts to delay
an agreement.
•
Part Of Mammoth Cave
Closed Due To Vandals
MAMMOTH CAVE, Ky.
AP) - Officials at the
Mammoth Cave National
Park are welding shut the
door to a remote historic




sculpture garden. dozens of
nature's stoneworks have
been pulled down, and much of
the rocky debris was left on
the floor of the seldom-visited
passageway.
Park service investigators
believe teen-age vandals did
the damage, and work on
closing the door to the cavern
entrance began Wednesday to
prevent a recurrence of the
destruction.
The damaged area lies
within the national park,
about a mile east of Mammoth
Cave, to which it is connected.
''If they killed every deer in
the park, we could restock; or
if they burned every tree, we
could replant; but those
forrao_tions are
irreplaceable," said Amos
Hawkins, the park superin-
tendent.
The damage occurred in a
back passageway of the
cavern called Floyd Collins'
Crystal Cave. The cave,
originally operated by the
family of the famed cave





District, Will meet on Friday,
Oct. 13, at Murray State
University in the Farrel
• Recital Hall of the Prim Doyle
Fine Arts building.
This First District KMEA
meeting includes both the
elementary and 'secondary
music teachers, and there will
be' a varied program of ac-
tivities for both groups. A
coffee get-together Will be at 9
a.m. just prior to the general
• session which will begin at
-9:30 a.m. Dr. Roger Reich-
muth, chairman of the
Department of Music will
Pisatide.
The general program will
• include a Key-Note address by
Irma H. Collins, Asst. Prof. of
Music. Kay Bates, Mezzo-
Soprano, a new music faculty.
member, will sing several
selections from-both art ;ong
and opera repertoire Jutlein
• Lippmann also a new
-:Kiernher Of the MAU music
faculty, -will be the ac-
companist.
After the business meeting,
which will be conducted by
Akin Baker, Band Director at
Trigg County High Scqepl, the
band, choral and s• general
music teachers will adjourn to
their separate sessions.
The General Music, and-or
elementary music specialists
will have- as their resource
leader, lir. Allan Beane, who
will present, "Pli; 94-142 and
the Music Educator."
Dr. Beane is a Curriculum
Development Specialist from
the Center for Innovation and
Development at Murray State.
He is responsible for
facilitating curricul,qm
revision and' development in
the College of Human
Development and Learning.
This topic is of deep concern
for the music educator of
thrifty and [Jr. Beane will
answer quesUons concerning
work with this special area, a
spokesman sa
established the Foundation
along with their daughter and
-son, Dorothy- Da ntui th
Compton and Donald. Dan-
forth. All maintained active
leadership roles in its affairs
throughout their lifetimes.
Family members continue to
be involved in its activities
through participation %n the










GROUND BREAKING - Soecial ground breaking ceremonies were held Oct. 1 at the Elm Grove Baptist Church for 
the new Christian Life Center at the church. About 150 persons took part in the service which followed a bas-ket din-
ner at the church. The Rev. W. A. farmer, former pastor of the church, spoke at the morning services. Mrs. Mae
Williams, oldest member of the *hunch present, is shown in the center with the church pastor, the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins, as she starts to turn, the first shovel of dirt. Regina reeler, pictured right in the front, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Peeler, youngest member, turned the second shovel of dirt. Others taking part in the special service
were Jimmy Kelly:a-airman, building committee; jimmy Bellschairrnan, building finance committee; Leland Peeler,
chairman, trustees; Charles Henry, chairman, deacons; and tfe Rev. Earl Warford, director of missions, Blood River
Association. Other members andguests are shown in the background
national-Pi-Ari. caves in 1926,
was a private tourist at-
traction until the 1960s.
It is now connected by an
underground passageway to
Mammoth Cave, but the area
where the vandalism occurred
is too inaccessible for tours.
The back passageway has
been used primarily as a
shortcut for cave research
expeditions. One of those
groueS discovered that the
padlock on the Entrance door
to the cavern had been broken.
Park service investigators
said the resulting in-
vestigation has implicated
some of the youths who are
trainees from the Great Onyx
Job Corps Center, located in
the park. ,s
But the investigators .said
they have not ruled out the
possibility that people from
outside the park may have
been involved or that some of
the stone formations may
have been taken outside the




LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) --
A deputy state fire _marshal
for six central Kenthcky
counties has been suspended
without pay after being
charged with trafficking in
marijuana.
Carl Whitley, 26, and his 27-
year-old wife, Cathy, were
arrested at their apartment
Oct. 3 after Whitley allegedly
made -a pre-arranged sale of
marijuana to an undercover
police officer.
Mrs. Whitley was charged
with trafficking in-marijuana
and wanton endangerment.
The second charge was filed
after she allegedly displayed a
gun while officers were in the
apartment_
A half-pound of marijuana
reportedly was confiscated
there.
State Fire Marshal Bob
Eptep confirmed Whitley's
suspension Tuesday. He said it
came two days after the arrest
and will remain in effect until
case clears the
courts.
"He will be reinstated .if he
is found innocent," Estep said.
The couple is scheduled for
a preliminary bearing Nov. 2
in Fayette District Court
Whitley's arters-Ancludes
Woodford, Jessamine,
Madison, Park, Bourbon and
Fayette counties. '
I.









with the affordable price-
Biacbtall Hunter features:
II Wide eccentnc 'wheels-tor




HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SHOTGUNS
MotAL 058 SINGLE SHOT
12-16-20
410 Guages Sale
SFactory tuned -no adjustments 50 Lb. Pull
necessary
▪ New Mylarilmb Lading no
Mahogany styled finish
Special
Insulated uork or play
coveralls. Strong 50%
-Dacron/50% Rayon water
repellent shell. Two way front
zip. Black Olive color. Walls
Quality. Style 2466





Buy Any Two Lures






CVA's finest Black Powder Kit, Now build









SMITH .& WESSON SHOTGUNS
AUTOLOADING MODEL 1000
I Shut TS with Pttilf).
Style-Autoloading gas-operated with pressure compensator
and floating piston for light recoil.
Barrel Proof-tested chrome molybdenum steel. 244'in. chambe
except .12 magnum which has 3 in. chamber.
Receiver—Lightweighthigh tensile strength alloy, scroll en-
graved.both sides.
Safety- -Positive cross-bolt type, interchangeable left or right
hand.
Stock-- Selected American walnut. Length of pull 14 in., drop at






Made of blow molded polyethylene
impervious to freezing weather. Sport. _
Nast decoys are molded and individually









Ideal For Use With-











We Are In Business To Sell
Merchandise, Not Ration It.
Areas Largest
Sporting Goods
Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky.-'753-9491
"Discount Is Our Middle Name"
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily•Sale Ends 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday •
925° Oct. 22nd




















THE MIIRRAY HIGH TIGERS have an open date this week after tow stjalght _district-gimes.
The Tigers own victories over Reidland, 16-0, and Trigg CountyL6-0. Murray has three  games
on its sditduk, travelingitrttOpkinsvilf-hcriti-n-g- Pdaucdh Tilghman Oct. 37 and
closing its season Nov. 3 at district foe Todd County Central. At left, Kevin Vaughn (8'1), Mike
Kurz and Dave Latto (80) converge on a Reidla.nd ball carrier. At right, Bo Reed (32) is met by








































All The Way Tigers
FORD
New Ideas From Murray's
Oldest Cor,-,Deoler
PARKER F01111





























Before Or After The Game









This Week But Will Resume
Their-Sthedtite Next Week
When They Meet The
Hopkinsville Tigers
at HopkinsvilleL








-Quality That Will Please"
619 So. 9th — 753-5719
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
Sam filll pm Sun -huts
8 am tit Midnight hi & Sat
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Readies For Final Three Foes
By TONY WILSON But Hine didn't give up.
Sparta Edam -Anothea gams-was af• —this -
The Murray High football tina with facholas County -
- learn Can finally breath again bet it 'w d, too. after
.!,'Ilifter four d,TIlf i tóla& o1ftëIAls felt
games with an open date this Ihe trip to Murray was too
week. Though Tiger Comb cosily.
-John Hina is enjoying this one,
he isn't so sure that an open
date always helps a team.
sWe're really enjoying this
week off," said Hine. "It gives
breath and look_ at some
things. It's been so long since
we've had an open date, ire
really don't know how toad."
Murray currently-Amadei/4
on the season, fresh off .6-0
victory oeer Trigg County last
_ Friday that gave the Tigers
1H31111-dial-1C1 VAL
*: The week off Certainly
-..,-;wasn't planned this sesson.
2, Murray was orignially
The Tigers could come out
of the '78 season with a win-
-mg record should they defeat
their last three opponents.
Murray is at Hopkinsville Oct.
20, at home against Paducah
.1lighman Oct. 27 and wraps





Every team that Murray-
has lost to Ow fat is etrjoying -
winiung seasons, giving some
consolation for the defeats.
Lake County, Tenn., is 4-1
and 2-0 in itidistrict, where it
%favored to take the crown.
Meyfield, is 6-0 and ranked
No. 1 in the state in Class AA.
State - AA rankings. The
Cardinal-Pirate showdown in
two weeks will probably
decide the District 1 chain-
Caldwell County, which
deelt the Tigers their last loss,
Is 4-2. It is 3-0 in district play,
however, but must defeat
Mayfield to have a chance.
Trigg County fell to last
place in the district - along
geneeelet-sw-i*ay sasopean Hopktrisvttle, a 4A- schotiLlif- with Todd Centeal---With a 0-1
County, but that one was 3-4 on the year. It sports the district mark and 1-6 overall
cancelled. - --'--best record of any of the- record.
MS12 Sports Information
Murray State coach Ron
;Greene and his staff. will
:initiate "on the floor"
•.preparations for the 1978-79
men's basketball season




oach of the Year honors last
Ea
son at Mississippi State,
In
:roster of five lettermen
have an opportunity to
establish themselves as a
starter. We may not start the
most talented five players on
the team but the five that play
best together." 
_
Jackson and Lowry will be
Joined by 6-3 freshman Tom
Adams 6-5 transfer Roy
-Taylor and 5-1r junior college
, transfer Harvey McNeal as
guard candidates.
To fill , the void at center,
.-10-newremers ttri --Greene added 6-10, 23O.pound--
Improvement on last MikP Don:lessen from Henry
'3847 record. . Ford Community College.
terms of experience,
Greene welcomes the return
of 6-8 forward John Randall. 6-
d bo"2 guarRobert "B
Jackson, 5-11 guard David
Lowry. 6-5 forward Robert
Kelly, and 6-4 forward Tom
Leffler.
Randall, at explosive, of-
fensive performer at times,
leads the returning group
statistically as he averaged
8.0 points and 6.8 rebounds last
season. Randall. Jackson, and
Lowry all -saw action in _a
starting role on occasion last
year when the Racers lost
eight of their ten conference
. games by three points or less.
Green will initiate drills
with all five starting jobs
available.
"We're all starting at the
beginning and my initial ef-
forts will be back to the
basics,- said Greene.
-Everyone on' the roster will
Six impressive newcomers
will combine with Randall,
Kelly,' and Leffler to give the
Racers a wide range of
strength under the basket.
Green will watch the
progress of three freshman
forward prospects in 6-5
Kenney Hammonds, 6-6
Gordon Melton and 64 Her-
man Boyd. From junior
--bolleges will be 8-6 Allen Man,
6-5 Barry Snow, and 6-5 Keith
Oglesby.
Greene will hold his first
public scrimmage asesion
October 21 (Saturday) at
' University Fieldhouse at 10:45 i
as part of the _Murray State
Homecoming activities.
The 1978-79 schedule:
November: 77 - Tennessee
Wesleyan
December: 2 - at Kansas;
5-Mississippi College; 7-at
New Orleans; 9-at Samford-
One person's "small" loan is
`- another person's "large" loan, so
we avoid fitting our customers
into categories.
We make all kinds of loans. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
otreasons. •
• And we lend really big arriounts
to homeowners, based on their equity.
That's the. difference between how
much your house is:worth, and how
much you still owe qn it. .
If you're looking for a loan, •










Tech; 13-at Morehead State;
15-at Eastern Kentucky:
20-Western Kentucky; 22—at
Judghig by season recorus
_Thasisiturray appears to lune
*legitimate shot of winning
US$ *web games. Teams the
-11 1WWree atreadY played
have a combined won-het
mark of 22-15, while the three
remaining opponents' record
is only 6-14.
"We knew!". had a hard-
rdad to follow before the
season began," said Neva.
C are s in any way sown
on our players. We Oil have ta
accept the fact that we've
played and lost to good
teams."
"If we 'had to play Lake
County again, we feel like we
would beat them," said Hina
"We knew nothing abouttlitan
before the game, and I think .
that was the Ilakior rel10111115L_
lost."
The Tigers wtra aided by- a-
--Urge Inv -tigintot
entire Murray High band
during the Trigg County
game, as Hina is well aware
of "We ceuldn't have *ex-
pected any more support than
we had last Friday ,P said "
Hine. Though the game was in
Aadag
Cow 1101










Middle Tennessee; 27-Austin es2.
Peay; 29-Tennessee Tech; 1i
F_e_ter_uar_y_: 1-Louisiana  i-1--







NASHVILLE, Tens,. (AP) -
Murray State's Mace Dickens
and Eastern Kentucky's Dale
Patton each accounted for
three touchdowns to- share
Ohio Valley Conference of-
fensive football pLyer of the
ilteek honors.
With 14 solo tackles, two
assists and a forced fumble,
Morehead State junior
linebacker Rodney Jefferson
was the conference's defen-
sive player of the week










Ps, no, ts A" •
$2.500 $ '73 17 46 83.512.16 17.40%
13.000 8 87 63 48 $4 206 24 17 69%
$3•,500 $ 90 41 60 115,424,60 111.8(131,
-14.000 $103.23 60 .86.193 80 18.76%
numbered approximately.the - -
,,sarne as Trigg fans. .
-The Mayfield game is an
automat* thing," said Hine.
''Everyone gets excited. But
we didn't have a pep rally
before Trigg game. The crowd
was really encouraging." --
Patton, the Colonels'
sophomore fallback, rushed"-
for 143 yards on 17 carries as
Eastern Kentucky clobbered
Middle Tennessee State 42-12.
Dickens, the Racers' senior
quarterback, completed 14 of
20 passes for 152 yards and
rushed for one of his touch-
downs as Murray downed
Teneessee-Martin 21-7.
With a whopping 441.5 yards
a game, Eastern Kentucky
paces Ohio Valley Conference
football teams in offense,
while Colonel quarterback Bill
Hughes posts a league-leading
158 yards a contest.
Eastern Kentucky is
averaging 316 yards on the
ground and 125.5 in the air,
while No. 2 Tennessee Tech is
compiling 301 yards - 2461
rushing and 134.4 passing.
Trailing Hughes with 125.8
yards is Western Kentucky's
John Hall, who also paces the
league's passers with 10,4
completions a game. Tied for
second are Morehead's Phil
Simms and Murray's Mike
.Dickens with nine completions
a contest.
Yielding only 262.3 yards a
game, Morehead, leads con-
ference defensive clubs, while.
Western Kentucky has given
up 280.2 yards per contest.
Eastern Kentucky, ranked
third in team defense, has
surrendered only 34 points in
four games - an average of
8.5 a contest.
Morehead's Dorron Hunter
is the OVC's top receiver with
3.8 receptions a contest, while
Tennessee Tech's Craig Rolle
is averaging 3.6.
The league's premier rusher
is Murray's Danny Lee
Johnson with 172.4 yards a'




'Scrafton is the tap .phritirr
Pattrid 'kart-league ariii•
with nine points a game.
Morehes Tim Richey is the
leading kilt scorer with 5.5
points per contest.
Morehead's Ken Hopkins
heads up the interception
department with three
through four game's, Middle
Tennessee's Kevin Dove leads
P,urit returns with a 16-yard
average and Hunter paces
kickoff returns with 25.3
yards.
Middle -Tennessee's '*tan
Wright Di the league's top
tackler with 40 selas and
assists.
,Mike Hibbard is brought down by two Trigg County tacklers during last week's 6-0 Merray High
victory. Hibbard and his teammates have this week off for their bruises to hod before resuming
• actioa against ineskinsville Oct. ZO. Photo by Kevin Prat* -
Save now on General Electric quality-built mcijor appliances
These General Electric Color sets feature
smooth, quiet single-knob convenience of precision
electronic tuning combined with the GE Color Monitor II
system of locked-in circuits, that autornaticalty adjusts the picture
before vou see 4. for,(00e4ike flesh toOes and 1Drilliont colors. And on
automatic light sensor continuously adjusts the picture for room lighting
conditions This 4 GE Performance Television
25" diagonal C04 0914/21•1011112M
EARLY AME95CAN Valk* maple Men on
genuine norowood solids. wood composition
board. and uroulatect wood accents (Also
available In dalreseecl antique pone Anon os
model 25Y149111 2A)
• Electronic Tunin9-1W SirVie-
knob-C131191111111•011
8 COlOf Moneor 11111•100 n
is Room Ugh, Sensor





• Electronic Yt;ning-vah anØs
Knob Convenience
•  Color Monitor ii*stern
• Ttooni Ugh! Sensor
• 100% sore, Slate Chassis
• Modular Chasse Design
• AFC-Automatic Frequency
Control
n Block Matrix inure PictureTube
RANDOM ACUSS ItiCTRONIC RIE61071
comma, fog cnoirside convenience. on/
art volume up down mu* and oil than-
reit selection instantty
full tine Partsin
Stock At All Times
Service The Same Day You Call
25" diagonal COs011 TV/253V9$lM .
CONTEMPDPARY SMING ook mists on genuine
noraff000 'aids. Wood compos•on board. and
',mooted wood oc




cx11 Svsl $59995• Room light Sensor
11 100% Solid Slate Modular
Chassis
• AFC -Automatic Frequenc
Control
YOUR GENfRAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Businesss'
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OK, OK, so you can't compare scores. managing to lose to East Tennessee 38-
Every football coach this side of the 50- 17. So if you compare -scores — oops, I
yartirksdraMs--,141—iiiin the head of = alippeck -Ceeeg — Elute= Kentucky
anyone who will listen. - should whip Tech somewhere near the
Most of the tittle that stateinent ocs tune_lof !Os°. •
ettrs- When the uSifigning gamulL Quit sereaining, Coach; of course
against an opppnent which is suffering that wont happen. No teeth loses that
through a losing season. Rather than badly. Western Kentucky Was rather
take a chance of putting his foot in his humiliated in its opener against UT-
mouth, Coach uses the old modesty Chatanooga five weeks ago, though.
theme — "you can't corflpare scares; The Hilltoppers were blasted 4245.
they're the best 0-9 team I've ever But that's not so bad. Chatanooga is a
seen". Division I school, it should be much
Three weeks hit., the °Ma Valley-
Osnference season, has, nonethelem,
produced some tesults that do merit'
examining For the benefit of coaches,
we're not comparing scores, we're
examining past results of compiled
statistics.
Saturday's Murray State opponent —
Middle Tennessee — is as good a place
as any to start.
The Blue Raiders have won only once
- in four games, defeating Morehead 9-8.
Now that should spell trouble for the
Itacers, since they fell to,the Eagles 49- sports editor
.3z two weeks ago.
But the team that Murray defeated
last week, UT-Martin (21-7), has
already-Ors-eel-Middies-ands:sonoftr
gun, Martin won 28-17.
Last week Middle was mahled 42-12 to
Eastern Kentucky, which is currently
atop OVC standings with a 2-0 record.
But the Colonels weren't preseason
favorites for the league title, Tennessee
Tech was
Tech certainly seemed to fill the bill Then that sheds a different light on
as the best against Murray on Sept. 16. the subject. Western Kentucky mu:st
It rolled up 372 yards total offense in really be weak to lose that badly to a
winning 24-14. team that Isfiddle tied. I should have
And, _Though Eastern also looked guessed. ..Western is tied for the lead in
impressive In its_ _OVC opener _by__  • the OVC, with 1743 and 27-21 victories
creaming East Tennessee 49-6, Tech • over East Tennessee and Austin Peay,
still loomed as a threat — until last respectively.
Saturday. -o -Speaking of Austin Peay, aren't they




stronger. Why, look • witit it did to
Middle TennesIsee. It, et-, tied with the
 -Rah:fere -Every tearng'etsiICty
sometime. Middle probably scored on a
desperation pass in the final secondS:
What's that, Coach? You say that it
was Chatanooga that was the desperate
team; it was the one that scored on a
two-point conversion a/1th no time left
on the clock to tie 14-14?
•••
Comparing Scores Gets You Nowhere
The Goys certainly aren't playing _like
champs now. They're 2-2 overall and
only 1-2 in the-13VC. -
And it took a 71-yard punt return with
asinina-left lerlisesfiosts to get- ene et -
their victories — a 21-14 decision to UT-
Martin.
Gosh, UT-Martin's name seems to be
In the OVC news more than the OVC
teams are. Why don't they join the
league, Coach? They beat every team
they played in the conference last
Oh, yes, Akron. So its the newest
member of the league. The Zips have
proved they can play in the leap*, -
defeating Western Kentucky 26-21 last
Saturday.
Let's see, this week's OVC schedule:
Middle at Murray, North -Alabama at
Austin Peay, Eastern at Dayton,
Morehead at (again?) UT-Martin,
Western at Tennessee Tech, Akron at
Eastern Michigan.
Predictions: Austin Peay at North
Alabama, Akron at Eastern Michigan
— don't ask me. Morehead at Martin
--WIT, En/es:Eastern at Dayton,21,
• Colonels. Western at Tech, 21-20, Tech.





Mid. Tenn. • 1-1 1-3 58-103
Austin P. 1-2 2-2 53-61
Morehead _ — s 78-67
Murray 0-2 2-3 _ 111-113
Akron *0-0 4-1 103-54










Sooners Should Rout, Says Grid
Picker, But Will Michigan-Lo-se?
By WILL GRIMSLEY
- AP Special Correspondent
With one eye on the World
Series and the other on the
porn porn girls, forgive us if
we have Joe Montana com-
pleting a pass to Davey Lopes
or Rick Leach leaping over
Thurman Munson at home
plate for a touchdown.
It should be a runaway day
for such powerhouses as
Oklahoma, Alabama, Texas
and Nebraska; a stern test for
Southern Cal and Notre Dame
plus a shocker for mighty
Michigan, our upset special.
Season score: 149-59, .711 (a
gOodLiiii Vegas number).
Oklahoma 50, Kansas 6:
Even with Tommy Lott ailing,
the Sooners look good enough
to playin the NFL.
Southern Cal 21, Arizona
State 18: The Sun Devils' iron
defense holds the Trojans for a
while.
Michigan State 27, Michigan
20: A longtime enmity. The
Spartans anxious to break the ,
Michigan-Ohio State axis. -
Alabama 38, Florida 7:
Gator steaks instead of bear
meat served at this Dixie
picnic.
Texas 34, North Texas St. 6:
"Hook 'em, Horns!" raises
Texas quickly from its
Special







All you can eat for less the menu price'






Maryland 22, Syracuse 14:
Coach Jerry Claiborne is
showing results with his so-
called Multiple-Eye.
Notre Dame 27, Pitt 21: The
Irish struggle- to get above
.500.
Washington 19, Stanford 14:
The Cardinals are tough on
their home field but lose by a
Flick, named Tom.
Clemson - 38, Virginia 6:
Charley Pell's Tigers
• emerging again as the class of
the Atlantic Coast.
-
-- The othert: EAST
Army 25, Holy Cross 17;
Brown TS, Penn 20; Columbia
14, Princeton 10; Yale 23,
Dartmouth 19; Temple 19,
Cincinnati 17; Colgate . 24,
Villanova 14; Rutgers 26,
Connecticut 14.
SOUTH
Georgia Tech 14, Miami,
Fla., 9; Ball State, 30,
Louisiana 'Tech V; Kentucky
27, Mississippi 20; Auburn 30,
Vanderbilt 14; North Carolina
28, Wake Forest 12; South
Carolina 25, Ohio U. 7;
Virginia Tech 21, --West
Virginia 15; VMI 17, Rich-
mond 6; Tulane 23, Boston
College 20; Miami CO.) 22,
Marshall 13; Memphis State
20, Wichita State 14; Southern




Indiana 19, Northwestern 8;
' Minnesota 15, Iowa 7;





Has only,one business location, which is-
located app. 5 miles from Murray on Hwy. 121
West, app. 1/2 mile past Stella, turn left on But-
terworth Rd. then 200 yards.
-7; Bowling Green 34, Kent.




Baylor 14; Texas Christian 20,
Rice 13; West Texas State 20,
Lamar 3.
FAR WEST
Colorado State 17, Air Farce
14; Texas Tech 32, New
Mexico 20; Tulsa 28, New
Mexico State 15; Oregon 20,
Brigham Young 14; San Diego
State 17, Wyoming S; Utah
State 23, Long Beach State 7;


















every winter. The -'`.•
Majestic • Energy Sav-
ing Fireplace'. The
only built-in fireplace
with a stainless steel
heat exchanger that re-
turns 60% moire heat
than a conventional
built-in Areplace. Duct-
work and fans available





works hard to save you
money.









  Bust DING
 CENTER
l 5efl$fl,, r tut h
UT-Martin has played- a role in the mixed-up results so far this season in the Ohio Valley Conference. Murray faces Middle fen-
nessee this weekend, but one can't determine the winner by previous results. Returning to the huddle during the Raters' 21-7
victory over Martin last Saturday are Bruce Martin (79) and Bud Foster (43). Staff Photo by Tony Wilson
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. MN ST., BENTON
Now HasAlowl Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number,Torail •
7534434
HARLEM (4 ,tp THr fli Hs
la a Jirdrralh revaktered
sertare rnar4
Harlem (dobetrnarre
In. and 111 yard
herran
pen,' utwon
Sale ends October /6
vel:e gaL.„ Classic99; the
sinibbable latex that stands
up to the Globetrotters.'
Last 4 Days!




























6ft. • $21.99 $29.99
EXTENSION
16 ft. $29.99 $43.99,
20ft. $49.99 $56.99
24 ft. 159:99 Sg9. 99
28ft. $78.99 $89.99
Extenskin ladder working lengths
ore_ .1 ,ft less than siren' hated










Adrme," Our longest lost*






Save $3 a gal.






Free *core* service. Use Master (kora', Piss, or oar extended credit terms. Sere oi other specials in our stores.
Murray -
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Wieners in the ladies match play tournoinaat at the Murray Country ChM this season, were, from
Beverly Spann, second flight, Evelyn Jones, climmpionship flight, end Middy Phillips, third flight.
By BRUCE LOSTIT
AP Sports_Weller
- .---Wittr one- basic-abosevation,--
Torn Seaver overshadowed all
the banality, all the verbosity
and all the gimmickry of
NBC's World Series coverage
and proved he is as capable
behind a microphone as he is
on a pitching mound.
Why, a lot of people were
wondering, had Tam Lasorda,
manager of the Los Angeles
_ Dodgers, opted for left-hander
Tommy John as his pitcher in
Tuesday's opener against the
New York Yankees? Why had
he bypassed the ace of his
staff, Burt Hooton, who
• started Wednesday's—Second-
game?
Seaver, a student and
philosopher of baseball as well
as _the ace of the Cincinnati
.Reds, had the answer.
rapt the scene, Seaver had
literally groaned when a
borderline low pitch to the,
Yanks' Reggie Jackson was
called a ball. "Now that's *a
piteher's-strilte,E-Setwee-said:
Then -- Boom! -- Jackson
crashed his mammoth home
run. Moments later, though,
Seaver picked up the thread of
his low-pitch thought.
"The primary reaion that
you see Tommy John opening
the World Series instead of
Burt Hooton is the National
League umpire behind the
plate, Ed Vargo," Sever
explained. "Tommy obviously
Is a  low-ball pitcher and if he
(Lasorda) had waited and had
an American League umpire
• tomorrow (Wednesday) night,
--he wouldn't get many- -tor-
pitches. I think that was the
.determining factor."
It had nothing to do with
sentimentality or lefty vs._
righty theory or past pLeyoff
performance or southpaws vs.
the Yanks, etc. It was just
another strategic case of
. getting the edge.
Seaver, who also hosts a
-syndieated- oports- television
program, is a natural as a
commentator, bringing with
turn not only a casual manner
and breezy sense of humor but
the background knowledge of
a' scientist of the sport —
which he is.
Analyzing the composition
and consistency of the dirt in
front of home plates around
the major leagues, for
example, is not typical of your
average pitcher or your
average sportscaster ( which,
in each case, Seaver isn't.)
Compared to Tom Terrific,
-Joe Garagiola - and .Tony
Kubek are mere sidekicks,
while Curt Gowdy, recognized
by many as one of the nation's
best sports announcers, has
been relegated this time to a
behind-the-plate seat - and
minimum participation in the
game.-  NBC wants him
By the Associated Press chance for mere October
NEW YORK — Young liob heroics with two out and two
Welch turned Mr. October into on in the ninth.
pumpkin, tricking Reggie. Rookie Welch had just
Jackson and-treating the Los ...retired his first batter,
Thurman Munson, when
Jackson, the home run hero Of
last year's Series, strode to
the plate. Welch fired nine
fastballs, finally finning the-
slEgger on a 3-2 pitch.
In one sequence, the poised
Angeles Dodgers to a cozy
two-game lead as the 75th
World Series jets here for
Game a Friday night.
The Dodgers' pulsating 4-3 .
triumph 'Wednesday . night
gave them a 2-0 edge, and only
live teams In ninon, have ro
come back from that kind of catcher Steve Yeager in an
hole to win the best-of-seven effort to make Jackson think
Series, the fastball wasn't coming.
To a man, the Yankees think  "I told him to shake me off,"
they can rise to the occasion.-- said Yeager. "I touched my
They hand the third-game ball , mask and shook my head. We
.to left-hander Ron Guidry, the did it to confuse Jackson."
said. 'The man beat me fair • "I'm happy 
Tummy gave
and ma'am— halL I'm 
happy he
frustrated. I'm not angry. I'm. duck with me. I 
love him."
rfl disaismihiesi, Fm nroyd. Roe Cey's three-run 
homer
I'm not gonna& crown. off 3ttit ••••• 
dish" Wader-in
"I'm still a good player. He
won. Give the rnan credit." -
Dodger Manager To,
Lasorda gives Welch lots of
credit.
"One of the big reasoas, for
us. winning the pennant was
the sixth was the key blow for
the Dodgers, who now have hit
at least one homer in their last
seven Series games, two short
of the record..
Hunter had just retired the
tough Steve Garvey when Cey
After striking out, Jackson
tossed his bat In anger and
stormed off the field, bumping
into Manager Bob Lemon in
the dugout. Lemon turned
around and pushed him back.
• regular season, plus a victory In the clubhouse, a subdued
around„ perhaps because It over Kansas City in the Jackson evaded the question
seems he's always been American League playoffs. of the pushing, match with
arourid—('illa historical Par---“We've-been-ugaiinstittiefere:----temorr-
spective," one insider said), Asked aliout it, he said: "I
but the network apparently
doesn't want him around too
m.uch.
Garagiola, also a talk-show
host, game-show host and
hawker of a variety of
products when he's not en-
meshed in baseball, has a
penchant for telling anecdotes
... and retelling them until
they're committed to memory
by the listener.
And Kubek has a habit of
treating so many plays and
incidents — even routine ones
— as though they had oc-
curred at Camp David or in
the United Nations.
Further, NBC (and, for that
matter,. ABC in the jIeatl&e'
playoffs) seems-to biWeWup
in a contest of wh,kb network
can show the' mostreplays
from the most angles.
Were Opening 5 Additional Rooms On Our Balcony
& Filling It Full Of Outstanding "Ethan Allen" Furniture,
Lamps, Pictures and Accessory Items All Priced To Sae
You From 20% to 50% Including Some Slightly Soiled Floor
Samples, Discontinued Pieces & One-of-a4Kind Items-All






















11 4 North Third St. Pociucsh, Ky -
Phone 442-2769 or 4 4 3 6257
-1best pitcher in baseball this
year, and they know they have
overcome worse adversity
before.
"I know where we're at."
said Guidry, 25-3 in the
We had to come back from 14
gunes out and then beat
Boston and win a playoff
against Kansas City.)
• -We've been down all year
and fought back," said third
baseman Graig Nettles, the
main culprit in the Yanks'
slew of missed opportunities
in the heart-breaking second-
game loss. "This is nothing
new for us."
Right-hander Don Sutton, 2-
0 in previous World Series
decisions and 15-11 this
season, admits he doesn't
have Guidry's dominating
power, but "on most game
.. days I give a pretty good
accutiiting of myself."
For the defending champion
Yanks to regain the winning
-touch, they need a typical
Guidry effort and some hitting
from somebody besides
Jackson: With starters Chris
4Chambliss, Mickey Rivers
and Willie Randolph sidelined
with injuries in Game 2, the
burden falls heavier on
Nettles.
The Yankee third baseman
came through in the field, with
two spectacular plays, but fell
short at the plate, striking out
feebly three times and leaving
four New York runners on
base, three of whom were in
scoring position.
--r--"Those two dives (-on his
fielding gems ) on the cement
infield really took it out of
me," said the Yanks' leading
borne run hitter in the regular
'season, who is 1-for-8 in the
-Series. "I've never had dives
like that wear me out so much.
"I lost all my energy. I felt
like I_ got hit by a truck. Thia,
freeway here isn't even listed
on the
Jackson knocked in ill three
Yankee runs, and had a
Buried
ANGELES (AP) —Jim
Gilliam, longtime Los Angeles
baseball player and coach,
was buried in an emotional
funeral attended by more thar.
2,000 people, including players
from the Dodgers' World
Series opponents, the NE N
York Yankees.
Wednesday's services
corning between World Serie
games, were attended
many of Gilliam's teammates
on championship Dodger
teams .in Brooklyn and Los
Angeles in the 1950s and '60s.
Also among the more than
2,000 people attending at
Trinity Baptist Church were
the present . Dodger players,
Baseball Commissioner Bawie
Kuhn, other , baseball
executives and players from
several other teams, plus
many of the fans who grew to
know Gilliam as a totally
dedicated and versatile team
player.
Gilliam, 49, died Sunday less
than four weeks after suf-
fering a stroke and cerebral
hemorrhage. The Dodgers are
wearing black patches with
the number . 19 on their
uniforms during the World
Series to honor him.
''We wanted to do something
"-special for Jim," said former
teammate Don .Newcombe,
"and I suggested to Mr
O'Malley (Peter O'Malley.
Dodger team president) that
we put No. 19 in the casket
with him'.
"He and Edwina, Jim's
wife. agreed," Newcombe
said. The Dodgers retired the
=Ober but said it could be
used again if Gillitim's son.





















can't tell you. I don't know.
That's the way it goes."
He was, however, gracious
about losing the one-on-one
game with Welch.
"I didn't do the job," he
minors," said the ebullient over the left field 
fence. "I
skipper. "We were 642 games was just looking for 
something
out when we called tarn up." I could hit hard,
" Cey said.
Flushed with the thrill of So • now the Yanks 
go back
-victory, Lasorda ran from the -home in a hole, but some lo
ng-
dugout to the clubhouse and time Yankee watchers 
were
shouted, 'What aq -buoyed by the, retur
n of tur-
exhibition." a' moil to the "Bronx Zoo."
It certainly was an 
Besides the Jackson-Lemon
exhibition of poise by the 21-
year-old flamethrower.
'-Certain pitchers have that
attribute and others get
incident, Rivers got into a
shoving match with traveling
secretary Bill ,Kane over
Rivers' desire to bring a
light," said Lasorda. friend 
on the team bus, and
g a
-*Facing Munson arid Jaeaaca one
 report, incredibly, has
with the tying and 
on base was quite
!tanning_ __Lemon only being voted a half-
M 
Series baptism, but Welch was
not fazed.
"I just wanted to go after
them and make them hit my
pitch," said Welch. "That's




- VVhen it comes to -
protecting your engine
against rust, corrosion, and
sub-zero winter cold, -
nothing tops PEAK. Nothing.
'$6 38 2 gallons reg price
-2.00 refund by mail from Peak
$4.38 you pay for 2 gal
(S2 19 per gal.)
GATES COOLING SYSTEM PARTS
Tailored specifically for your car Gates belts and hoses
are designed to last longer give you more for your
money Replace now and change to a Gates




Powerful new formula cleans fuel
system wave you clrlve He prevent
rbugn icing staling gasolne waste
DUPONT COOLING
SYSTEM CLEANSER
Olssolves rust cuts grease loosem
scale helps stop oyerheanng
SKI CAP
$4.00 Value 'Does not inoucie elision control esters




meeting," said Yankee out- •
fielder Lou Piniella. "But I
understand they voted Lem a
half share. That's fair, isn't
it?"
antifreezes coolant
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MG lit:IMPKIN - Speight Williams, left, grew this 90
pound pumpkin on his Route 2, Hazel farm this summer.
Williams is shown ith • ',  
. .
. , n a, "
r cry og e. The pumpkin measured five-feet,
seven inches in circumference.
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writes
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
A. sovin for Kentucky
-• yers on &tote employees'
Insurance may be stymied by
adverse publicity, according
to a state official who took bids
by telephone.
Deputy Insurance Com-
missioner Gil McCarty also
said in an interview Wed-
ay ra' int -to
take telephone bids was the
spinoff of a survey intended
originally to analyze how to
"It's going to take some guts
to • go ahead,- McCarty
commented. "In all honesty, I
wraild recommend .-Kentucky
Central's bid if the state
decides to purchase the ad-
Jitional $2,500 in insurance."
McCarty said, that the basic
three-year contract with that
company will be,- up for.
rene*al in December 1979
when Kentucky will have a
for 88,000 state and publin_iasa has been brought 4&f)- On
._ :school workers. who have a why he did not contact majorRecommended For List basic $5,000life insurance aut_cif_stara firms for ooss
Several Kentucky-Sites
new governor.
. "I can't speak for him; of
course, but I would expect the
basic contract to be put out for
improve insurance coverage, bids at that time," he said.
The issue involves policies McCarty said the question. . _
_
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -:.
Several historic sites in
Kentucky will be recom-
mended to- the- National
'Register of Historic Places
after receiving the approval of
the state Historic Preser-
vation Review-Board.- 1.1ear_Versariles  litional--$3,503-4over-ailf=fer--
The National Register staff
will evaluate the nominations,








the William C. McChord
House in Springfield; Eclipse
Woolen Mill Warehouse, D.
White Mills Distillery Co. and
Presentation Academy, all
--Jamisville; Cave Spring and








. coverage provided by Ken- lower rates for the sup-
both in Lexington; the William tucky Central ihaurance of plemental state employee
David House in Bourbon Lexington at 33.5 cents per coverage.
County; the Beeches in $1,000. - . . -Maybe I should have, but-
Franklin County; the Church McCarty sale thit in The the last four governors leaned
of the Advent, Cynthiana; Dr, process of his survey, the firm
Nathan Gaither House, offered a 32.4 cent bid if the H2rinn (1Columbia, and the Moss House state would give it an ad-
employee.
There was no intent to alter
the existing pact, McCarty
said
One question railed was
why Investors Heritage Life
Insurance Co. of Frankfert
was not invited to bid on a
contract which, if carried ou
wolild cost the state more than
$800,000 a year.
McCarty said he - inad-
vertently overlooked  
Investors Heritage, which
later came in with a 32.5 cent
offer, just under the Lexington
firm's bicl.
. • afraid now that
because of all the adverse
publicity, the people 'who
make decisions will be
reluctant to do anything now,"
McCarty said.
The matter at the moment is
in the hands of Cabinet
Secretary Jim Gray, who said
he plans to discuss it with Gov.
Julian Carroll.
NORWEGIAN ART
MADISON, Wis. ( AP ) -
The Elvehjem Museum of Art
has scheduled a Norwegian
exhibition featuring applied
arts, folk arts and paintings
Representing: from J. C. Dahl to Edvard
FEDERAL KEMPER Munch, with 250 objects on
INSURANCE COMPANY loan from Oslo's National
Also nominated were the
Benjamin F. Turley House,
Sparta; Sherman Tavern,
U.S. 25 near Sherman Village
in Grant County; Champion
Ice Manufacturing & Cold
Storage Co., Covington;
Fleming House (H.O. Dudley
House) Flemingsburg;
Springfield Presbyterian
Church in Bath County;
Frenchburg School Campus,
Menifee County; Greencrest
(Judge D.W. Gardner House),
Salyersville; Hazel Green
'Academy in Wolfe County;











Moses Jones House, Salvisa;
John Baughman House, Adam
Pence House and Walnut
Meadows. all in Lincoln
County near Stanford.
Four historic districts - the
Eminence Historic Com-
merical District, the Paris
Courthouse Square Historic
Distrct, College Street
Historic District in Harrod-
sburg and the Northside
Historic District in Lexington
were nominated, along with
archaeological sites near
Jackson in Breathitt County
and the historic resources of
Ashland, Warren County and Serbia was
Paynes Depot, Scott County. - Yugoslavia in 1929.
Gallery, Museum of Applied
Arts and. Norsk
Folkemuseum.
The exhibition is scheduled
to run from Nov. 5 until next
Jan. 7.
In Stock Now and
- More On The Way:
Fruit Trees, Shade Trees, Dogwoods, Hollys, Pines,.
Junipers, Burning Bush, Azaleas, Yews.
Be Sure To Check PLANTLAND
For The Best Deal
Hilt* Hurry! Hurryr—
Now, -
What You've All Been Waiting For
Plantianth 1/2 Price Sale
ALL BASK
PO' V A ill4G‘SG








P L. A N.n. AND
"GIFT AND GARDEN SPOT
OF THE LAKELANDS"
HWY. 68 & 641. DRAFFENVILLE• “T"
A Harrison County farmer has
been elected president of the
Burley Tobacco
Joe McDaniel of the
--Preoadwell community suc-
ceeds David J. Williams of
Richmond, who retired after
three years as president. The
towards staying with domestic
insurance - firms if possible,"
he said.
He said that actuarial
figures are the under/Argun..
of ratesfind that they app1Y10
all companies, in Kentucky or
elsewhere, which must make
a profit.
"If it were shown that the
costs of doing business with
state_
high, I would have brought it
.to someone's attention,"
McCarty said. -But that has
never happened - tlry have
always been on a' par with
major insurance companies
out of state."
McCarty said he has no
4ologies for the telephone
method of taking bids.
But he acknowledged it will
be the last of such surveys in
the current state ad-
ministration.
McDaniel had been vice
President since 1975 and last
month was re-elected director




TROOP 45 GOES CANOEING - The above members of Troop 45 - sponsored by
the First United Methodist Church - recently canoed 30 miles of the Buffalo River in
Tennessee. They were the first Kentucky  trortp  4.0_444‘,4,kaneed-etti-04--Grimes-carep-
Base - a base owned and operated by the Middle Tennessee Council of the Boy Scouts
of America.,in recognition of this, the troop was presented with a canoe paddle by the
base. Pictured left to right on the front row - Jeff Schroader, Aaron Schroeder, Craig
Mayer, Steve French; back row - Scoutmaster James Weatherly, David Honchul, Joey
Rose (With Pew, a pet skunk), David Bailey and troop committee chairman Gene
Bailey. Not pictured was John Swan. For further information on joining the Boy Scoiiti.
c`111 runes Weatherly at 753-5890.
Bruce Strader of Hiseville
was -named to succeed
McDaniel as vice president.
Williams was re-elected as a
director-at-large, as were
William F. Satterfield of West
Union, Ohio, and Stanley
Andrew of Madison, Ind.
Two newly 'elected direc-
tors, Harvey Jones of Ver-
sailles and Ralph Sims of
Mount. Olivet, were installed
Wednesday.
Others re-elected were
Alvin R. Beckley, Lexington,
executive secretary-
treasurer; R.C. Travis,




Berry, New Castle, general
counsel; Ruby B. Ramsey,
Lexington, recording
secretary, and Bennett RoaCh,
Shelbyville, press relations.
The .association administers
the burley price support
program for farmers in
Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio,
Missouri and West Virginia.
sAvINGS.--FALL SPECTACULAR__
AM/FM CASSETTE RECORDER
Minisette!-IV by Reali,stic •
TRC-427 by Realistic
Get safety, security while driving! Instant emergency
Channel-9 priority switch, warning light for antenna
problems. LED modulation indicator/channel readout,
switchable ANL. Includes all mounting hardware
-Don't be stranded without oriel 21-1634
RCA' PROGRAMMABLE TV GAME
Low cost family ft,'
blackjack/casino
one extra •5 built
keyboards 6o 3041'
Big recorder _features in a lightweight, take-along compact
41/2x131/4x2V4"! With automatic shut-off. LED battery indi-
cator, patse control, built-in , mike, digital counter, Auto-
Stop Includes earphone, batteries. Great value in a small
package! 14-831
8-BAND PORTABLE ACTION RADIO
Patrolman!) CB-8 ty Realistic
Reg.
129"
. Tunes AM/FM, CB, Shortwave,
.,VHF,-+1i/Lo/Aircraft. UHF. 12-763,
Modle Use n Some Soates and LOCalq,f,
'' Mar Be Ungawlvo or Reakpra a Parma- -




, nes, 2 digital
WHEREVER YOU LIVE. WORK OR PLAY, THERE'S till RADIO SHACK STORE NEAR YOU'




reat on the go Sound Mounts
In.' under dash For 12V DC nag









PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDTJAL STORE c
WINS APT AWARD Kentucky Art Education Association (KAE.A) his awarded
‘iurray High art teacher Mrs. Betty Scott the association's Project Art Teacher Ass ird.
. Mrs.- keit left, -is pictured here svith-MHS student- Heather Kodman. Project Art
• Teacher_is_a statewide competition sponsored by K AEA to recognire and encourage
- - innovations in alfi education. Mrs. Scott's entiy,-documenting ceramics at Murray High,
was selecied as the best project by itlfOr Gary I Kroeget fOrinef state art supervisor oL1
during a KAI-% consention Nos. 3.
• ,:-:•111= 11•••11,1•E 
411•1101•1•11•Mk.f.16: -4“ • —.•• as —•
Photo Si Kase Peebles
Every sales meeting 'it's the some thing .1 8 barges into the boardroom fail of
fire and vine ar focts and fi sires o.. tri • t •n
itgeritips Ecor to see why he a our top producer
Fie makes quite on impression with the newer men, but theme.% no big secret to his
knowledge He has simply developed a very valuable habit . that of reading the
business pages of the newspaper daily
Try it yourself, you II be omozed how much information. vitol to your business, that
an be obsairsed every day Market trends, material costs, appointments, corporate
___Aselicy and budget changes
Engineer Says Coal Production 
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. i AP) —
Coal production - and usage
must be drastically increased
if' the- -'United States is to
survive a social upheaval and
possible revolution in the.





of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers and
currently professor of
chemical engineering at the
University of Texas, said his
dire prediction was not made
lightly.
Speaking at a seminar here
Wednesday, McKetta said the
government would impose
energy ratio7ing by 1980, but
could hope only to -cushion
the blow" of an impending
energy disaster.
"I don't see any bright
. spots. even if Congress would
go home for five years,"
McKetta said. -The only big
chance we have of doing
anything is coal. We need to
burn a lot of coal. We need to







,-ageecies -ler helping bring
about an energy crisis.
Federal officials for years
have failed to grasp the
c‘mplex problems of energy
production, he said, adding
they Wive Itiereased the
country's dependenm on




Oil imports increased from
5.9 million barrels per day in
1973 to 10.3 million barrels per
day in 1977, McKetta said.
"They federal officials )
really know the price of
energy will not go down. They
know we are not going to be
energy self-sufficient in our
lifetime, or our children's
lifetimes," he said. "We have
vast quantities ofenergy of all
kinds. But by your own laws...,
you're not allowed to drill for
oil in many areas, bring out
the coal or build nuclear
power plants."
If energy producers were
-unshackled" today, it would
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Fraaces Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1978
• What kind of day .will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
ARIES
• t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)T
Time to rev up au0iitiop and
get going on p Your
imaginative ideas could pay
off handsta&ly,bui not unless'
you activate them!
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
- • Get another opinion before
'you launch the idea you have
in mind. You may be certain
of success, but two heads are
better than one.
GEMINI
4 May 22 to June21 tn44-
A surprise encounter should
make for a pleasant evening.




-(June 22 to July 23.10.x._„1
Don't give up if all your
objectives aren't obtained
irnmediately. Pursue them
'doily and surelyand suc•cess
will be yours in the long run.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug 23) J2fg.
Don't start a project you
can't finish You'll get better
results, if you postpone actipn
until yOu have time to folio*
through
VIRGO
(Aug 24 to Sept. 23) ea
There's a temptation to
fritter away evening hours on
Idle pursuits, but if you use
your time ytell you can thmk
out and solves a taxing
problem.
LIBRA
I Sept 24 -to Oct. 23)
Something unexgected
today - a chance meeting,--
with an old friend. a letter
/rota.. someone in your past,
posalbly a new romantic in-
, West.
.11Cotifiki _
Oct 24 tb Nov. rn4/IP
Your mind is ;harp and
•••••••••••••-
inventive today, so tackle new
projects with vigor. Don't get
bogged down in petty details.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
Your skills in diplomacy are
called upon to mediate a
disagreement among family
members or friends. You can
succeed in calming troubled
waters.
CAPRICORN Apr
I Dec. 22.to Jan. 20'
Your ability to see both
sides of the question could get
you in trouble. Make a firm
decision one way or the other,
and dick with it.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Expect some trouble from
an ambitious subordinate." If
you're on your toes, things
should go your way.
PISCES
Feb, 20 to Mar. 201 )(
Before you make your mind
up, ask questions, get other
opinions. Use care in in-
terpreting the -information at
hand
YOU BORN TODAY: You
are a brilliant and magnetic
person with many friends.
You tend to be clore war-
mhearted and s ntimental
than others in your sign. There
is a touch of the poet about you
and you often are psychic
about others. You have
tremendous drive for success
to your chosen career. You
may start out in one field and
then, later, switch 
intellectual
oisther
that is more  or
artistic. Whatever you touch is
guaranteed success You will
probably never be fully
content until you have fouixt
true outlet for your creativity
4you may enjoy art, literature
or music as an avocation,
Later turning them to ROI-
merrial profit. You
r ffinity for science As well and
could -do well in medicine
Birthdrue-eft Burr Titistrom,
puppeteer. -
!TM Klillf resturet Syntheitr. 190._
take 15 years to overcome the
crisis, McKetta said.
Industries that heavily
pollute the nationzs air and
water should be forced out of
business, he said, but many
environmentalists have gone
overboard in their efforts to
clean up the country.,




"I don't mean it's difficult. I
mean it's impossible,"
McKetta said, adding "60
.percent _of all_ particulates in-
the air come from nature.
We're demanding so much,
we've put ourselves on our
knees, energy-wise."
McKetta said he also op-
posed Converting coal to gas, a
project with strong backing
from Gov. Julian M. Carroll.
"I see where a lot of money
is going to be spent ion coal
conversion) and I think it's a
damned shame because we
can't afford the energy loss"
in the conversion "process,
McKetta said.
Santos Ojeda, one of
America's outstanding
pianists, will present a piano
recital at 8:15 p.m. Friday,
Oct. 13, in the old recital hall
of the Price DoyleFine Arts
Building. The recital is
sponsored by the student
chapter of the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association and is
free to the public. A reception
will follow the recital.
Ojeda, whe was born in
Cuba, has played to audiences
throughout the North and
South American continent, as
well as in major European




Paris, Vienna and Zurich,
His New York debut was
heralded by The New York
World-Telegram as -a
triumph." Of recent ap-
pearances, The New York
Times writes, "The Beethoven
works were played with the
authority of a mature artist
who, through a strong
musicality and experience,
has made them meaningful,lo
himself and found the means
of communicating his un-
derstanding to others."
Ojeda is professor of piano
and artist-in-residence at the
University of Cincinnati
College-Conservatory of
.Music. He is an honor
graduate of The ,Juilliard
School, where he, studied with
the eminent Rhosina
Lhevinne, and of Columbia
University. He was also a
pupil of the great French
pianist, Yves Nat, at the Paris
National Conservatory.
Selections to be played by
Ojeda „at the local recital will
Include "Sonata in C Major,
. Op. 2 No. 3" by Beethgven;
.'Out of Doors" by Bkrtok;
"Fantasy in F minor, Op. 49"
arkl "Scherati 'in C sharp
minor; Op. 39" by choptrit' and'
"Sonata pars Piano" by
Alberto Ginastera."
1NTE 1ZE N
Get the inside' facts on saving energy,
then get the supplies you need to insu-
late your home at True Value Hard-'
ware Stores.
80
Protect pipes from freezing.
Controlled heat, pildt light.
• T3•30•TP
3' .6.80 15' .9.15 30' _1219
Many Sizes In Between •
in-Sider
STORM WINDOW
Clear, plastic fits inside
window up to 38x44- A 7 99
38-x64" Kit. B 999
Vinyl Self-Stick
36" Door Bottom
Vinyl sweep seals out cold,
dirt Easy to install—needs




Aluminum and vinyl 3',,. wide
extruded insert flexes fit
flush with any door 0111 0020
We're your local independent hard-
ware merchant with national-chain -
buying power. We buy for less, can °
sell to you for less.
CLOCK THERMOSTAT
Automatically dials down thermostat for sleeping or when •
away—saves money on-heating bills'. 99028 . .49.95




Wrap around pipes to prevent
freezing in winter. WDJ 40




Heavy-duty poly tape installs
and removes easily Won't
crack- or peel. 1"it45'. 1T45
Durable vinyl bulb, aluminum
base Won't rust or corrode.
Nails 17-ft. 02330011
Aluminum and vinyf ;ripen






Soft, pliable—just • press
on. Pack weatherstrips up
to 6 windows 82
36" Seal-O-Matic
DOOR BOTTOM
Insert raises to clear car-
pet when dodropens, lowers





One-piece extrusion " rigid vinyl
wdltable vinyl seal. Two 7' side
strips, 3: top strip, nails. 4000
\ GARAGE DOOR
Borrow! -
Rubber -strip flexes to Ile
flush with floor; helps keep
put water, dirt 91116
9-Ft 2  88 16-Ft 5  77
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
753-2571
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3 B G DAYS
PROMOTED AT MURRAc STATE: Sergeant Major Elvis R. Green has the insignia of hisnewly-promoted rank pinned on his sleeves by his wife, Armeliese and U. Col. RandallRoutt, the professor of military science, during a brief ceremony recently at MurrayState University. SGM Green has been with the Murray State ROTC detachment sinceAugust when he graduated from the U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy at Ft. Bliss,TeL The rank is the highest attainable in the Army by a non-commissionetofficet—
Green Promoted To Highest
OW, •
Sergeant Major Elvis R. the service as a private at Ft.
Green of the Reserve Officers Jackson, Greenville, S. C. He
Training Corps ( ROTC) has served four overseas
detachment at Murray. State assignments, three in Ger-
University has been promoted many and one in Vietnam, as
to the highest rank attainable .well as four stateside
as a non-commissioned officer assignments.
in the U.S. Army, that of _ SGM Green also is a
sergeant major E-9. *graduate_ of the Long. Range
= Reconnaissance Patrol
-SGM Green, who joined the School, the Non-
detaciirnent in August upon Commissioned 0We-ere
completion of training at the Academy, the 7th Army Tank
U.S. Army Sergeants Major Commander School, the
Academy at Fort Bliss, Tex., Advanced Non-Commissioned
has been in the serviee since Offfevti' Schciol and theSena
1959. Non-Commissioned Officers'
A native of Francisco, Ala., School.
he graduated from Paint Rock His awards include the
Valley Nigh School, Prin- Meritorious Service Medal,
..c_et_on,L Ala., before entering the Bronze Star with oak leaf
11••=111
cluster and V device, the Air
Medal, an Army Com-
mendation with the first oak
leaf, six awards of the Good
Conduct Medal, the National
Defense Service Medal, the
Vietnamese Cross of
Gallantry with a bronze star
and the Vietnamese Staff
Honor Medal.
SGM Green is married to
the 'former Anneliese Meth-
fessel of Budingen, Germany,
and they have three children:
Patricia and Michael, both
married, and Melissa, 6, a
first grade student at the
North Elementary School.
They will be moving into a
new home in Almn the latter
part 9f October.
Grants Totaling $33,700 Are
AwardeffOltitifrOtate Univ.
Murray State University
has received National Science
Foundation grants totalling
$33,700 for development of two
new undergraduate in-
structional programs in the
College of Industry and
Technology.
The NSF allocations, ac-
cording ' to Dr. ,Kenneth
Winters, dean of the college,
will be matched by university
funding, making a total of
$67,400 for the two programs.
Centered in the Department
of Industrial Education, one of
the projects involves the
implementation of a new
course in computer assisted
drafting and-or design,
Winters said.
To be directed by Dr.
Eugene Schanbacher, a
professor of industrial arts
education at Murray State
since 1961, the grant also
provides for the acquisition
and installation of the





combirTing design,' details and
graphical representation of
parts and products.
The second project, also
.effective immediately and to
be centered in the Department
of Engineering Technology,
calls for the construction of
small scale reactor models to
be used in the design and




which also is expected to be
operational for the fall, 1979,
semester, is Thomas R.
Begley, an assistant professor
of engineering and industrial
technology at the university.
Begley has been closely in- ACTIVISM
volVed with the past two years NEW YORK J,KP)
with West Kentucky's Columbia Unive ity will be-
I COI
problems and testing of full- munity activism this, fall,
sca:e water and wastewater. believed to be-the first of it.
kind in New York City.
Officials said the course was
created to help dev.elop
community leadership to -
combat neighlorhood decline.
of working model treatability
reactors that . can fully
demonstrate the design,
operation and performance of
full-scale treatment
processes.
"The field of water and
wastewater_ treatment
technology has experienced a
decade of rapid development
and growth, which has created
a severe technical manpower
shortage," he went on. "Our






trained, qualified people for
these opportunities."
Both projects are scheduled
to be completed by 1981.
0.0
ment..
Although the grant is ef-
fective immediately, it will treatment systems.
probably be the fall, 1979, "Our proposed im-
semester before the program provement plan," he said, "is
is operational, he said, to develop a unit treatment
pointing out that the in- process laboratory consisting
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY
OCTOBER 13th-14th-1,5th
OPEN 9  A.M. TILlO P.M. FRIDAY T DAY









NOW is one of the best times to
spray under and around your
home, bugs, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are looking for a
place to hibernate-under your
home. It's warm, they are out of
the bad weather This makes a
perfect home for all kinds of in-
sects. Do not delay, Call today.
Do you know - that ter-.
mites never sleep. They
work 24 hours a day
year around.
Prevention Is fauGheapter Than Repair• •
Ii11iT't &PeUCàntroi.
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PLUS OTHER MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT IN
OUR STORE EACH NIGHT AND SUNDAY
BEGINNING AT 6 P.M. FRI. & SAT. AND
1 P.M. SUNDAY
Hear Jimmy Tubbs and The Barons plus a well known
gospel quartet Friday Night - Then enjoy "The Jimmy
Wade Singers plus other gospel singing groups
Saturday night and Sunday afternoon. Also Square
Dancing will be included
FREE REFRESHMENTS
PLUS FREE PRIZES)._
. WRJB SUPER 98 RADIO WILL BROADCAST LIVE FROM
MARKET 414 FURNITURE EACH DAY AND NIGHT
1.1-WV PRIrES!!!----- YES
BUT WE'RE NOT GOING TO ADVERTISE
THEM TO THE PUBLIC YOU'LL JUST
HAVE TO COME AND SEE FOR
YOURSELF YOU WILL BE SURPRISED
Terry and Geraldine are going to the largest furniture ma et in the world,
Hig* Point and Hickory, North Carolina, to buy more w patterns, covers
and styles and bring back to Paris the finest buys,ifurniture available, so,
we plan to sell out and make room during the-1-days of our October Festival..
_
REGISTER FOR FIVE 21 JEWEL WATCHES TO BE GIVEN AWAY
ABSOLUTELY FREE SUNDAY—NOTHING TO BUY JUST REGISTER
ANYTIME DURING OUR 3 DAY FESTIVAL.
— .00 IN THE F DURING DUR 3 DAY OCTOBER FESTIVAL 4T
ket414 7-tatt m re -
4P —101 •
The Store With sh, lAnt Overhood-4nv4Nmi-Oto#P,4-
Paris, Tenn.-.vett Terry and Geraldine Sykes, Managers
•
P4C4 16 THE MURRAY. Ky., LEDGER & TP411--s. Thursday . October 4, 1478
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U. J. Reg.' 00
Nt. 265 lbs. each. Flue size 8" diam




































Prices Good Through Sunday Oct. 14
10r5 seereetli Tables
41111Tabiefs






Multi syniptois cold reliever. Relieves 10
major cold symptoms. 24 Tablets
Ryder or alottiroirT"
Wintuck Knitting -Yarn




• Your Choice of Several -











Use Uncle Jeff's Lay-Away Plan or,
Uncle Jeff's will finance any item throughout
the store $50.00 or more at regular bank
rates with approved credit, from 1 month to
36 months to pay
6" by 30"
- 30 Gauge OuiekSpap
New Available At Uncle Jeff's
Fireplace Grates All Are 15" deep







Remington Model 552 -Speedmaster"
lowing 22 tale Handles 22 short, long or
long rifle either exclusivefy or mixed Bog


















































































































































COUNCIL MEETING — Plans for Family Night on Dec. 7 at 6:30 p.m. at the Woodmen
of the World building were made at the meeting of the Executive Council of the
_WOW held Sept_ 28 at the Triangle inn. All nri.mbers and their families are invited to
make plans to attend, and all food will be furnished by the units. Entertainment by the
Rangerette Unit, presentations, and installation of 1979 officers will be held. Attending
the council meeting were, left to right, front row, Jeanie Lamb, Cynthia Hart, Loretta
PO: standing Jamie Washer, Red WilloUghlay, Roberta Ward, Tim Scruggs, T.C. Collie,
Allen Rose, Joann Simmons, Mildred Collie, Diana Lyons, Ann Spann, Martha Andrus,




































































































































































-.MODESTO, Calif. (AP) —
Merchant seaman Larry
Singleton, described as a
"Jekyll and Hyde" by the
former neighbor who turned
him in, has been returned here
from Nevada for arraignment
on charges that he raped and
chopped bff the forearms of a
runaway teen-ager.
Singleton, 51, was to face a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Parents of some students at
Franklin County High School
are not tipppy with what their
children are reading in
English classes.
What has raised the ire of
the parents is the language in
the book "Of Mice and Men"
by Nobel Prize winning author
John Steinbeck.
An often-emotional meeting
of the board Monday night
became a confontation bet-
ween persons citing academic
freedom and those calling for
the elmination of such books
from the classroom.
The debate resulted from an
o.bjection by parent -Pat-
r 19711100yd frature Sydow* Inc
waii.,.EvEctvoNE'S AFRAID
TO STAND UP TO THJS
RIFFRAFr
Wantio Make A Million? Wait Till 2050
By CHRIS CONNELL will be making 6656,000 a year
Associated Press Writer and millionaires will be a
WASHINGTON I AP)
How far will your dollars teat' For those retiring in 2°,5°.
.themit1-21stcouturyt_LL.._- Social Security _checks will
Nobody knows for sure, but
if the Social Security
Administration's projections
hold true, the average. worker
STOCHKOLM, Sweden
(AP) — The 1978 Nobel Prize
in medicine was awarded
jointly today tO two
Americans and a Swiss
researsher for enzyme
ggiietical research. The three
are Swiss microbiology
professor Werner Arber of
Basel and Daniel Nathans and
Hamilton 0. Smith, who both




Herbert and Lucy Vincent of
Las Vegas, said at a news
conference Wednesday that
their daughter ran away from
home in April after finishing
ninth grade.
"An adventure, that's the
way she saw it," her father
O'Connell to the use of the
Steinbeck book in an elective
sophomore English course at
Franklin County.
O'Connell, who has a child in
the class, objected to the word
"bastard" ' and other
references in the book.
Sppt. Edward Wright said
the teacher and high school
principal followed an un-
written policy an offered the
O'Connell child a substitute
book which did not contain the
language considered ob-
jectionable. . r
Also objecting to the use of
the book was Joseph Cornish,
who is running against board
chairman Garry Toole in next
month's generitreleCtioh.
Mary Bell Vincent, 15,
wandered nearly two miles
with her arms chopped off
below the elbows before she
was picked up • by a passing
motorist and rushed to a
hospital two weeks ago.
-She's doing very well,"
said a spokeswoman at the
hospital here. She said the girl
is using artificial limbs to
open packages, feed herself
and write her name.
District Attorney Don Stahl
of Stanislaus County said
Wednesday there was
"nothing to corroborate"
Singleton's story that he
picked up two male hit-
" &hikers after picking up Ms.
Vincent and 'that he paid the
girl $60 for sex.
Arber, provide the "chemical
knives" to cut genes into
defined fragments.
Smith, 47, verified Arber's
hypothesis and Nathans, 49,
pioneered the application of
-percent clip annually, while
prices climb 4 percent. Both
those figures ,are beletsv
current rates.
Social Security benefits are
guaranteed by law to climb
with inflation. but_so, wilL the_
taxes.
Currently an average
worker earns $10,500 and, if he
retires at 65, receives benefits
restriction enzymes of $4,600 annually. Taxes are
genetics.
Work at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore.
The Nobel cornmtitpa the
Karolinska Institute of
Medicine cited them for the
discovery of restriction en-




 overed by the 49-year-old
paid on earnings up to $17,700,
They. will shafe. a prize et
$165,000.
Genetics, the branch of 
biology dealing with heredity, 1 LEGAL NOTICE 
--Doused on the-study of genes, 
the units of cells that transmit
hereditary characteriltics.
It was the fifth year in a row
that Americans have won the
medicine prize. Last year's
prize was shared by three U.S.
pioneers in the study of hor-
mones, Drs. Rosalyn Yalow,
Roger Guillemin and Andrew
Schally.
Today's announcement also
put theUnited States well on
its way to dominating the
*prestigious awards for the
third straight year. Last 2. NOTICE 
Thursday • the Swedish.,
Academy Of Letters awarded
the literature prize to Yiddish
author Isaac Bashevis Singer,
a New York resident.
Last year the United States
had five out of 10 laureates,
and in 1976 Americans made
an unprecedented sweep of all
Nobel awards.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a mature 15-year-old girl who struck up
a friendship with a 29-year-old.guy I'll call Lee. He works at
a gasoline station near my girlfriend's house. I found him
interesting to talk to. Then he started confiding his troubles
to me. The poor guy has reallytad a messed-up life. He had
to get married when he was 18, then his wife left him for
another guy. He says he doesn't love her anymore. but. he
misses his son. I feel so sorry for him.
He says I've done him so much good just letting him cry
on my shoulder. He kissed me once and held me real tight,
and it felt so good I nearly fainted. He even said he thought
:he could love me, then he started calling me up at home. If
my mother knew his background she'd have a fit. told her
it was some guy from school./ I hate lying to Mom. I'm all
mixed up and-know I shouldn't see Lee anymore, but I hate
to hurt his feelings. Please tell me what to do.
MIXED UP IN LONGVIEW, WASH.
DEAR MIXED UP: Stay away from Lee. 'A 28-year-old
man who would kiss a 15-year-old girl and suggest that he
could love her is bad news. And never have anything to do
with a fellow you can't bring home and introduce to your
parents.
DEAR ABBY: My son is being married soon. Two years
age; his father and I were divorced, and my ex is now
-Married Co the woman with whom he had. been playing
around for the last five years.
Under the circumstances, I feel that my husband's new
wife does not belong at our son's wedding.
My son and his fiancee feel that since his father has
married this little homewrecker. she should attend the wed-
ding. •
I am considering asking them to make a choice. If they
want me at that wedding. father's wife can stay home. If
they want her, I'll stay home. What is your opinion?
BITTER IN BALTIMORE
DEAR BITTER: If it's common knowledge, and not just
your opinion, that father's wife is • homewrecker. she
doesn't belong at your son's wedchig. But don't punish the
young couple by forcing them to choose between your
presence and hers. .
Go, and be a lady. If father's wife Insists on attending, it is
she who may have difficulty holding her head high.
DEAR ABBY: The public school my children attend has
just built a swimming pool. The boys hav.e certain hours to
swim and so do the girls, std they are going to have regular
swintiming classes.
The boys have just been told that they are expected to
swim in the raw!' I don't know what the other boys thought
of this, but my son didn't care for the idea as he isn't com-
fortable when he's nude With other boys. He didn't say
anything to the coach because he didn't want to be ridiculed.
I think whether the boys should swim..with or without
swim suits should have been decided by the parents since
this is a public school paid for by our taxes. would like your
opinion,.My son is an avarage 14 year-old Md. Thank you.
ONE LAD'S DAD
DE4ji DAD: The parents should have been consulted.
But your ''overage 14-year-old lad- hat better overcome his
shyness_ about nudity irethe presence of other boys or he is







or su(e coletrocts now in
ltd as off properties hstpd
197S. We new Was *OW
with cosh for down payaitats.
'Ow 7 or 3 bedroom hovseSt- t
If you put oft writhes 'letters beeauve yea howl know --
what to sty, get Abby's booklet, "How to WrfEe Letters
For AU Occasiorra " Seed 41 and a long, stansped (28 cents)
isavelope- to. Ille Unary- firtnr-Beverly—ifffir-edir------:
?0212.
for listing and intensive per-
sonal effort on selling year
property cell C. 0. Sowdorstit---g-






Being a millionaire won't be future was done by ad- with the maximum benefit for
nearly enough to keep you ininistrators for ttie Social an individual this year set at
frals-Prting- &NW Seetritr Security trust tunds. 15,700.
tazaa an Part at Yaar ine°Ine. A IPAlulansin cautioned the_ 
higher payroll taus
Aocti.rdin8 to -t!MILIKtiaPk,-Visanseday: that "thowatts-4118A-Googreso i*Pre
Social Security taxes in .2050 not predictions but - simply year have put the symsteba
will be paid on wages up to 81.5 
ck.
projections based on current On an even keel into the 21st
million a year. ..... ...
long-range look into the 
trends. They are subject to re 
evaluation every year bet- 
-, century, but' projections in-
Th dic that the retirement
ween now and 2050." trust fund will run out around
In its long-term forecasts,2030 unless new taxes are
raised.
Tbe—Carter—adininistrotion- •
has committed itself to
rethinking some of .the tax
increases scheduled in coming
years. By 1987, the payroll tax
would be more than $3-.600
annually on income up to
"Th21 -- tax -;ate on both
workers--and
which is sow 6.05 percent,
would reach 7.15 percent by
1987 and level off at 7.76
percent in the 1990s.
There will be a reading of Ordinance
City of Hazel, Non-discriminatory
Housing Ordinance, Oct. 19, 1978







be submitted by 12








October 11, 12 and 13
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Opening Soon
Hiring For All Shifts
Flexible Working Hours.
Folks, it's the time of year again to shot
for Christmas-for car and home stereos, Hi-
Fis and other merchandise. This kind of mer-
chandise cun be purchased from discount
variety, out of town purchases and even drug
stores.
MostserviCing departments service onl!
what they sell. if you buy the same quality
merchandise from us you buy from them,
e can sell as cheap as them and with
gyerenteed service. So why not buy from
servicing department?











' Read  Lee 
XI A.I 151.ND Frocluas.
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th . INIOne 753 3178. .


















S. LOST & FOUND
4 NOGROWNERS INSIERANCE
1k% DISCOUNT If YOU
REAtIty sit vsitY1f1 191ISOR
NER MORI 11410eMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE - 102 N. 17711
-7,3,3243, .
FOUND. SMALL-. GREY
_kitten at Cheri Theatre. Call
. 753,444A.
LOST: LADIES SMALL
Black ciutcri purse. Losl in
Me vac inity ot Attiasscl Main.
Cantains • important papers
- • •
Mackford House otiT/T-1C-orth good eon •znetaal
property large lot. 3 Separate apartznen stottld
iiiake,gmodprofessionsi
2 Betiroort7 house -1 mile- southiireoldu titer on
hig4a) 1836. 1 Acre 144,11ew septic s) Aern, goad
5 BecTrooin Nouse and 76 acres off Hi hwai 1346:
'Wily • ding, tobacco barn and base, 30 ten-
a • é acres, fenced ail side, I 0-C-re hot lot,±
acre pond. Priced to sell 560.000. -
4 RR on College Farm Rd. Brick veneer; good
neighborhood, I bloc k from MSU f'ainpuS.-Mid
2 Bedroom n-mbile tieing on large lot in Roberts
Estates, .close to East school. New storage
building. $8500.
Just listed.- M acres on WOW Biter. Has tell
and electricity. Fenced for hogs, several good
tendable acres,Good -building site, $18,500..•.
63 Acres, 20 tendable near Mt. Carmel. $67.009.
44llenirtkb1e- east of 1-/eter$211.500,
.40 Acres u ith old house east otDexter on 1316. 35
tendable. 132.500.
31 Acres at Alin° Heights, 20 tendable, $22,900.
25 at L'riderwoods Crossing in Tenn. $11,900.
22 Arres-,44101113mber,--Kit;900.'
14 Acres, house and outbuildings near Buchanan,
Tenn. $31,800.
Commercial lot on 121 North 105' *312.
1 Lot 131i 335 in Scenic Acres. $3650.
After Mere Call
H. I Waldrop 753-1390 John Loftis 436-2294
Pet( Waldrop 753-5648 Janice Austin 753-8674
please al+ or
7618 
LOST: • TWO BLACK and
white Hampshire hoes and
possibly a- white sow with
Pi
. and hwy 9A. Call 753 0105
if have inforrnatiion as to
their location..
LOST SMALL BROWN
rnaie LoSt _ on Old
Concord Rd., Murray. Can
/53-2952.
12. INSURANCE 
 BEN NE IT & ASSOCIATES 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
insurance Specialists CHAIN SAW chairE.S. Is inch
pitch for le inch bar, SWF/
20 inch, $11.99 and 24 inch.
$14.55 Wallin Hardware,
1951 FORD PICKUP, *Oh
Chryslet Hem engine and
automatic, body fair con




uniform, size 7; 15. Boys and
girls clothing sizes 6-8, $.05.t0
$2. Women's'slacks. sips' 16,
- $1 50 Decca portable tape -
player, $25, portable Rival
washer, $25, see at 919 N
16th. 6, • 
FIREPLACE inciosures
with glass doors and wire
and finishes, $61 99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FIREWOOD any length. Call
153.4951. 
F I OE WOOD, tree laps at
GOOD USED Restaurant- -,,
kitchen equipment, all typeS,
also walk- in " cooler and
freezer. Call 753.4470. 
GO-06 U-SECk PIANO. Cali
/36.5485.
from Murray. Cut on Per-
centage basis. Cell 174 8824.
)#. HOME FURNISHINGSrt. 
NittlikAL - -
/
CHINA liEIlitld green LIALCON-44.. P. i-ANGE--Prni
rec liner Cell 753-3248753-3218 _ colons, ilsed pianos. Lonardo




couch and odd chairs, art- FOR SALE 1471 Jeep pickup.
office desk. Call Otto 09937 
24. MISCELLANEOUS 
Chester, 435-4)28. 
.stove, metal Also goose floaters. Call 753-
'  FREEZER BEEF, Choice
TABLE AND 6 Chairs, $10. grain fed aged beef. Front
Rollaway bed, 510 A shaliow quarter 5.85 cents pound.
1wels3.1232pr afpte, 1100. Calf whole or sidW $.95 cents A
pound. Hind _quarter 41.05
ti VACUUM CLEA ERS-
ELECTROLUX
Service in Paducah call 1-
443 6169. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
•





weight. Food stamps ac- of
cePted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat t,
Processing, 642-8201. One
mile north 'of Paris- on old
Murray road,
74:TVAR ADM
1978 ZENITH STEREO, 8
track cabinet type. Call 753 -
5419.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
-FOR SALE, 12 X 64 Viceroy,
BO, all electric, washer and
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. dryer, side by side




over back-. Reward 436 5869 -time I am experienced FOR SALE. Child's wooden • - 
electric ,,or battery op-
49.99, Wallin Hard
controls, by Shox Stock,
ware, 
_refrigerator-freezer, range,
door and air, $5000. Call 753






5100, Warm Morning gas
healing Stove $so. Call .437:
4155 after 2 Pm.
LOST VICINITY OF Cyprus
• hair, medium sized, ferhale, 60's.,-mid sized car. cellent condition. CAR- 7S2- LATEST
A A
mixed breed dog Tail curls
LOST FIVE STAR WAR
dolts behind First
Christian Church,.  Saturday 
a er 5 pm.
_ -LOST 111.LACK---8,--TAN-c 
dog and one worker Lost in
Clarks - - River bottom
Number on collar is wrong.
'Call 753-8668 or 7.53-7826.
6. HELP WANTED 
BRICK MASON, 7 new/
homes to be bricked. C811753-
3509, 
BABYSI/TER in or around
K irksey area. Must have
references For_ working
time, call 189-2746 before '''9
am and after 7 pm. 
COOKS WANTE6' Apply at
Fern Terrace Lodge. 1505
Stadium View On' Apply in
Person only, between 9 and 5.
OLD DOORS, unusual or
porcelian knobs, interior or
exterior. Call 753-6797
EXPERIENCED Framer
and mat cutter to work paot
lirtie PleaSe,
experience and references to
'P.O.Box 32 CI, Murray, Ky
42071.
MATURE RELIABLE
FEMALE to care for 4 year
told and 5 month. old girls in
my home Hours: 8:30 arn
pors-, -4-teh+.
work, Must have own
transportation., Cali 753 3493
__after 5 _ - -
MAINTENANCE MAN'. Full
time, 40 hour week. Apply in
person, Regal 8, 517 S. 12th




available. Write C. Hudson. 3
Tandy Center, Ft. Wbrth,
Tx 76t0s, or caft 517-336
3030.
EXTRA HOURS earns you
$500 per'. 1000 stuffing en-
velopes with our circulars.
For information write: S & S.
Enterprises. 6750 Hetzler
-Rd.. Middletown, Ohio 45042.
YOUNG PERSON 18.35
years did to work through
Christmas, must have car
and be Willing to travel up to
150 miles. Work 4 days a
week off 3 days Don't
inquire unless you're ready
to go to work Send ap-
plication. sett snapshot to




Lessons taught by qualified
professionals 10 hours of
instructions, 535 West
Kentucky Glass Works, 759-
1975.
SERVING THE PURCHASE AREA
*Ingo
IN A CORNER? WHY NOT BE ON ONE? '
In this 3-bedroom brick home. All appliances & drapes included. Large living
rm.: family 'rm., study and/or game rm. Within walking distance of the Univer-




)1_ .I .AUTUMN-WHEN TN MARY 
SHINES BIGGER IN THE COUNTRY
Yes, lovely living in thiN alti lost 11(.14 3 bedroom home, sit wited on 2 ;en's. large
living rm., kitchen-family rzn W/sliding glas.s doors opening onto carpeted
covered porch. 2 outside storage buildings, 1 small barn, hack fenced for hor-
ses, Cattle etc Priced In Mid. 30's,
Boyd-Majorsileal Estate
Profeisionai services With The Friendly Touch"
arrow um•p•kepris142,7 40S Her* *mini MoodY 753 -9(net
Barbara Irwin 753-4136 " 12111 Skeet Homer Miller 753 7519
Reuben Moody 753-9036 LB. Nook ,S.3-7387 -
_ USED YELLOW Jenny Lind
--baby bed. Call 439-7742 after-
WANT TO BUY: Any model
low mileage DZITSTin pickup.
Prefer 5 speed, must be in




WANT TO BUY 50,000 8T-U
gas heating stove in excellent
working condition Call 7$3-
4742.
WANT TO BUY GOOD 4 cly.--
motor for Vega. Call 753-3376
atter 5 pm. 
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
wail pipe 6" X 30", $17.88.
Instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin,
Hardware, Paris, TN -
DOUBLE OVEN 'gas stove,,
52.5 ir.aole__Call 136.2504-
CORRELLE Expressions
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN
FULL SIZE BOX springs and 1M
inner spririg. mattress, ex "
cocker arid Dows__ts. AwrittEs pan sALE---15. ANTictervarlati-
wooden cradle and high
-chair, good condition-Cal+
after 5 pn7il 8684  - 13•11_11MIS.Alk 0E11111





1-Large Penny eng. 
reafsr gerd-Mrstove, :1113-42 rgiraMs-66rspaSicZe
heaters, 40,000 BTU Bath








1-5 Mint Penny-25 yrs.
LESPAUL CUSTOM Gibson
guitar, 1 year old. One
Quasar 25" color tv, 1 year
old. Shure professional





-Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
NEW MAO. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L 60 14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160
Phone: _753-7393. 
SIZE- Cub Scout uniform,
size-T4 Cowboy iacket, boys
26 inch bicycle. Call 759.1683
after 4 pm. 
10 SPEED BICYCLE, like
new, $50. Call 492 8832 before
5 pm.
*110,I a combination .of names - But it's true -
Yes, Smith and Jones have done it again.. .Glen- .
da Smith and Brenda Jones have been
recognized as Associates of the Month for Sep-






For Sale By Owner
Call 1-442-7848
SALE
.200/0 ,OFF ENTIRE STOCK
NEW. COLLEGE SHOP
214 N.11'0 Street
Saturday, Oct 14th 10 a.m. at the Moe Will Littleton
home. 5th and Barnette St, Hazel: Ky. Torn west off
Hwy. 641 at the !lank in Hazel, gO to end of street.
Will Nell large and-smati antlzpie ittlys that have -
been handed down-and stored hack for many years
Furniture, good glass, latnry4, stone; castiron,
brass, copper, spetial and unusual items. For in-
formation call
Otto Chester's Auction Service
435-41211, 'Lynn Grovergy•
Plus free two S Bat
Plus Our Free Gift
Plus Our Free Srockure
Send $3.95 end 25' postage
to:
JIM ple100.NO 5 CO.
Saha S. Pi* IP* ....oast Viler
kaer..... P.. 115011
tub and sink with fittings.
Can be seen .at 804 Sonny
Lane.
USED GUTTERING. May be
seen at 511 N. 7th. Street.
UPRIGHT FREEZER,





Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
New listing. Extremely nice 3 BR, 242 bath brick
home located near Calloway-Graves Co. Line on
121 W. Energy_ efficient heat _pupR. Fireplace
witillieetc;iator, extra insulation & therma pane
windows. Only 1 yr. old & offered at only $45,500.
Trick or Treat. Next Halloween you can give all
the kids apples from your back yard orchard. In
the meantime you can enjoy this 3 BR brick on
Kirkwood Dr. & near Murray High. Possession
with Deed. Offered at $39,900. -
FARMER SPECIAL, stock
prods by Stick ,Stock, model
E-24, $9.99. model H0-30,
$11.99, Sabre 6 mem:WI, $16.99,
-sere , 196.95, 39.99 and
2411 _REAS44INGZ-0411._ RDL 





sheeting for underpinning or
roofing. Marshall County
Monuments in Oran inville,-




stored locally. Reported Ake
new. Responsible puny coo
take it big -Swipe on low
peewee, beleeso. Write *open
Piens, isplkcillsesst Wet





eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat I
All new carpets. Call 759-4085 .
or 753-5816, 
3TRAILOR 12 X 65, 3 BR, 2. ,
bath-, Fox Meadows, take up r
payments. Call 753-3751. 
12 X 60, 2 ER, extra nice. Call-
489-2774. •
41..X 45 TRA I LOR and lot, new
well and -pump, 2500, make
offer, Must sell, 20 hp
Mercury motor good shape.
Call 436-2516,
HEATERS Electric, Mat-.
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, S34.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TTE".
_KING- Auto tic -wood ,
heaters, $159.9 Wallin
Harddware, Paris, .
Veterans? Use your eligibility to buy this 2 BR
home in S.E. Calloway County. Other features in-
. _ _ .clude 1 '2 basement, Franklin fireplace & 1 acre of
land. A steal at $17,500. That's right $17,500.
Tired of renting, but think you can't but at today
prices, then take a look at this home on the south -
side of town. Home is very well kept, has gas
heat and at a reasonable price. Let us show you
this today.
WALK to the lake from this rustic home in Lake
Forrest Sub, You'll enjoy the heavily wooded lot
from the 1st floor patio or the deck off the master
BR. If you're looking for a year around 3 RR
home near the lake just call us.
SHARP 3 BR briek in tip-top condition. Located
ikly minutes f rum Sawn warless Opisis Country








































































Enjoy the colorful fall in this home surrOunded
by trees, sitting on hill in the country. Six miles
from town plus five acres. Home may be bought
with or without furniture.- Owner leaving town.
Give us a call today.
V'ant something different? Then take a look at a
delightful change. This 3 BR, 2 bath home offers
a different rustic design that helps you enjoy the
surrounding country. Only minutes from town.
$47,900.
FIX-ER-UPPERS!!! Here's that old house to
challenge your,creative-abilittes. 4 acres, well
and septic tank. The home site iS prettier than
the picture! IC1-I take some work. Asking $12,500.
Call Linda McKinney - 753-8567
753-7411 Cynthia Gamble - 759-1396
(Anytime!) Bill Harrison 759-4531
Ø f raft- -Ron Taint 153-9894
„ e;'-aa - Srlaa






A HO & end



































29. HEATING &COOLING 
• 41 Plial A8ATP 13. 14-ACIt=sETTATIi-
TWO GOOD WOOD Stoves
Call 489 2166 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
FOR RENT SOUTHSIOE
Manor, R1JD subsidized
apartments for the elderly.
One BR now available, rent
bawl on income. Equal
opportunity housing. Call
1
TWO SMALL APTS. on
Blood River Lake, $50 per
month through winter
months. Electric heat and
nice. Call /36 2427
34. HOUSES FOR  RENT 
FOR RENT-Farm house
near city. Garden, beautiful
setting, unfurnished', coupltS
prefered. $175 per month.
Call 753 8096.• 
FOR RENT: Two bedroom
house on Stella-Kirksey hwy.
Call 7514883. 






3X 65, 3 BR, 24
idosvs, take up I
1753-3751 
txtra nice. Call-
)R and lot, new ,
p, 2500, make
sell, 20 hp 1
ir good shape •
& COOLING 
:lectric, Mat-
































OFFICE SPACE torrent, 505
Main St. Call 759-1429.
SPACIOUS se ACRE corner
iot for trailer between hwy 94
east and 280 near East
Elementry School. Wooded
area on west side of lot. Call





- 37. LIVESTOCKISUPP. ' 




AKC, 4 months old male will
be small $50. Call 435-4481.
OLD ENGLISH SHEEP dor'
puppies, AK C, 3 months,




2000 Gatesborough Cir. Sat.
, -9-4. Men, women and boys
clothing, . assorted dishes,
glasses, toys, stereo turn
table, fireplace screen, new




'1 PARTY YARD SALE, Fri.
turn north at Stella go to
. Esquire Potts Rd. turn west go
mile. Boys clothes, size 10-
14, girls clothes, coats size 5,
women etoth ing all Sizes, lots
of coats. Nice drum set, shoe
skates, baby swing, stroller,
walker, play pen, glass ware,
etc
ANTIQUE& REMODELING
Sale, Sat Oct. 14th, 8-? at the
home of Edgar Childress,
located 15 miles E of Murray
off 94 First blacktop road to
left past Brown's Grocery.
Signs will be posted giving
further"
direction. Items: 2
piece hying room_ suit, 6 '




5 BEAUTIFUL ACRES in
New Providence. , Private
drive to property which
Includes mobile home and
elder home which needs
repairs. -Buy this Tend have
that showplace you have
always wanted:: Listed at
515,750. T NELSON
ta e an. c airs,e new.
Stereo, maple end tables (4
piece set), 3 piece BR suite,
solid maple, maple corner
hutch, air conditioner (wall
unit). There will also be
items included from the late
Hardie and Mertie
estate. 2 horse road wagon
tables, chairs, pie safes, end
tables, coffee table, tv,
chafarobe, treddle sewing
machine, excellent- con-
dition, Old, disc, harness,
collars, cut glass, large
assortment of dishes, antique
picture frames, clothes, toys,
-items to mention. 
GARAGE SALE, Friday, 8-5,
94 West.
GARAGE SALE, Sit. 6ct.
14th, 8 till 5, 2 miles S. on 64t.
Box ' sptings, niatfress,
-tatteritsh-lirstres-,
curtains, beds __DOLS_
an. pans, clothes and lots of
othemitems. Watch for signs. 
GARAGE SALE Stereo.




and much more Friday,
October 13, 8 to 4 and
SaturdaY. October 14 8 to 2,
313 N. 6th St. Rain or sntne. 
GARAGE SALE Oct. 1& 14
1703 Johnson Blvd. across
from tennis courts. New
hubcaps, baby things,
stroller, curtains, bed
spreads, children and adult
clothing.
-.3 -PAftrY -GARAGE SALE,
Fri. & Sat. from 7 till 5. South
llth St., Fairland - 
.5 PARTY GARAGE SALE,




5 PARTY GARAGE SALE,





2 PARTY YARD SALE, at
404 S. 6th. Fri. and Sat. 
YARD SALE! Very old
Mason_ _ _he_ sold to
highest bidder. _Clothes,
including prom dress. 3710
miles from K & N Rootbeer,
121 S. across from Old Salem
Church Rd., Sat. Oct. 14th., 8-
6. 
YARD SALE, Sat. Oct. 14th,
603 N. 16th. Old- picture
frame, quilt top & pieces, old
glaaiware,- furniture,
clothes, lots of collectables.
Cancelled in case of rain. 
13. REAL ESTATE 
100-200 ACRE row crop tar el
with in 15 miles of Murray...-
, Good soil, Mostly level. NO
--realtors. Call 753-5610.
ARE YOU LOOKING tor a
house in -the county but are
on a tight budget? Take a
look at this two bedroom, one
bath house in K irksey. it also
has, a liviing room, nice
kitchen and eating area.
There is a large garage With
work area and for the fixer-
upers . a large unfurnished
upstairs that could .easily be
made into a third bedroom.
Priced at $15,500. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for all the information 
'60 AeR ES OF SALE in New
Providence community. Just
listed this farm which Is all
fenced and cross fenced with
approximately 7 acres .01
*wooded land, 15 acres of good
--botforrr-thrld--ancritiv
Listen to Bible Facts weekly broadcast each Sunday
9:30 to 10:30 a.m. on WSJP., 1130 on your dial. -
II Rano* 3-16 states, Al :Memos is given by inspiration of God.
If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job for
you, telling the good news of His kingdom. The har-
vest is great but the laborers are few. Saturday ser-
vices 3 to 4 p.m. Bible classes_fi. to 7 and 7 8
evenings, Special study or Bible answers anytime!
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching and studying the Bible.
BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600







Two story home of Western
Cedltrand made for year around
living Has cathedral cetlinR in
living room and balcony above
nas klITITe deck.. kitchen .w411...
huilt-ins, 2 baths, carpet. heat
purnp, beautiful brick fireplace,












TWO DUPLEX LOTS for
sale at reasonable price.
. Both lotS for a total price of
Only 16300. Phone _KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222. 
UNIQUE ONE LEVEL
Design for easy relaxed
livin I 40 SO
41. USED CARS
•
4 DOOR BELVEDERE, 1970
Plymouth. gold with white
vinyl top. Power steering,
att., good tires, very clean,
-excellent condition. Call 753-
' - 
61927642.DATSUN 210 Z. Call 753-
4
‘.53. SERVICES OFFERED 53. SERVICES OFC.E.RED
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable" rates. Prompt
and efficient Service. Custom
Carpet Care. 109-2774. 
CHILDREN KEPT in my
home Nth or part time. Cett
753-2/01. - -
DO' Y cJu need stumps
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
,prompt, efficient service,. 
'call Ernest White, 753 0605. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will Sao
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753.7203. 
PIANO TUNING and repair
COUNTRY HOME. Extra
large 3 bedroom, 2 bathhome
on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air and many nice
features. Ffriced in mid 40's.
Located only minutes from








pasture. Also on lovely
hillside is well and septic
system ready for hookup
with trailer or new home. All








40 ACRES FOR sale, 30 acres
tendable with tobacco barn
and allotment, 2 miles west
Of Crossland on Stateline
Rd., $25,000. Call 753 5532. 
ACREAGE 'FOR RENT
Approximately 30 acres 2
miles west of Crossland ort
Stateline Rd. Available for







2/2,500 sq. ft. of living
area. Antique walnut
doors, staircase and
much much more thru
out, 4 BR, 2 bath, cent.
heat & air _& _ vac.
System, located in
Hazel. This fine home
MUST be seen to be
fully a .. eciated.
Weekends 1 honing. Call
be Kennon 436 5676
dud Moil 713 41165
Pore fillayity 753 8674
Dori Tucker 753 1930
tiEAUTIFUL BUILDING
lots in Kingswood. Westwood
and Grove Heights Some"of
these lots are gently sloping
for your special design,
others level and most are
wooded. Build and save plus
save on City taxes. Priced





With The Fnendly Touch"
BUSINESS FOR
SALE . . . Nationally
known food specialty







Estate, 105 N. 12th.
• .. -
FOR SALE OR RENT. 2 BR
house, 7 miles in country,
immediate possession. Call
' 436-2628.
FOR SALE 4 BR house, Lynn
Grove, garage, outbuildings,
wood stove, electric heat,
wett, acres 7 Must- sett,
moving business to Paris,
$30,000 Call 753-9400. 
PLALTORS




3 Bedroom, II, ben, cowry'
heat and oir, red wood dock,
built to FICA, specification
on Shady Lone new shopping
center. Call 733-3263.
Urfa form within 3' miles of
city. Has 3 bedrooms, 11/2
bath, excellent baseboard
heat, good well, stock barn,
house is brick and stow. Coil
753-3263.
753 Mil lie Woo
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Vi .iinut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Szturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50 rya SHAVE $1.25For Hospital a House Calls Phone 753-4013
THIS HAS
EVIRYTHING
Extra large year-round home at
Cedarling Hills. This home ha.s
such "Flair" that woo just have
to "see it to believe it "
--Fireplace. WO dining I0OrP.
washer; __dryer, • range.
•refriperator, compactor. disb-
washer, Rage dark, lovely car-
beautlhdly decorated N'e
van truly say this home ha,






18-, 30-. Your Choicese)
Crin be used in kitchen-. of the bar, to set your plan










There are a lot of people who say they would like
to have an attractive three bedroom two bath
home. They would eskcially like to have one
with a large living roorn.dining room corn-
bination, large eat in kitchen with a lot of
cabinets, a nice den with fireplace and a wooden
deck. It would even be nice to have central gas
heat and air, but a house with all of these
features would be too expensive. Right' Wrong!





George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 1924302 Bill Kopperud 753-1222




New England Salt Box, 4 BR,
2 baths, rustic kitchen
cabinets with microwave,
disposal and pantry Break-
fast area. Large great room
with wood burning fireplace.
Solid oak floors and stair
way. Decorated throughout
with wallpaper, extra
stcsage. 2 car garage and
wood shed. Located on 1513 X
255 feet lot on Hermitage Pl.




located near theynepilvaecre nsitiy
this home has 
fir
living room and is nicely
decorated throughout with
attractive paneling and wall
to watt carpeting. This price
_ifast sale in  /13,e.
teens. Phone today for all the
information.- -- itOPP-ERUD--
REALTY, 753 1222. 
•
Purdom & Thurman





SALE. House made into 2
apartments near university.
Also large building that can
be converted. Low 40's. Call
759-4963. 
RARE FIND FOUND Ideal
for restaurantor Music barn.
Its an ihtique general store
that's loaded with- allerac
ter... wittn stairway with







With The lnenidly t.'
40 Wooded Acres of
Complete Privacy. . ._
I
Large Private Lake,
stocked with fish. This
property is not far




See This Now! Only
$25,000. Boyd Majors









ing COPT and bath area,
den with fireplace, plus all
the necessities, located on
large country lot perfect for
your family to enjoy. Call
LORETTA JOBS








With The Friendly Touch
COUNTRY SUNSHIN-
E! 3 bedroom home, 2
acres, living rm., kit-
chen-family rm. &
covered porch. 2 out-
side storage buildings,
1 small barn, back fen-
ced for horses, cattle:
etc. Priced Right.114id
30's. Boyd Majors_
Real F.State, 105 N,
12th.
WOODED 2 ACRES with
trailer pole, septic tank and
well. White rock drive. Call
759-4088. 
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR RENT OR SALE lf2
acre lot ready to move on
city water, $30. per month
with option to buy Roberts
Estate, 3 miles east of
MUrray. Call 753-7745. - 
OWNER SEZ sell! Secluded
lake front lot in Croppie




45. FARMS FOR SALE 
40 ACRES of good land. 28
Tonessim, acres, sem, timber,
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy.
frontage, old house, log
smoke house, many nice
building spots. 1 mile from
Ky. Lake, New Concord area
$26000. Charles B.
McCuiston 753-5124.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
FOR SOMEONE who wants
a weekend retreat, we have a
lake front condominium,
completely furnished and
ready to go for only $14,950.
DONALD R TUCKER
4R3EA.LTOR. 502 Maple, 753-42
FOUR ROOM house for sale,
carport, front porch, lot 50' X
75' for $6000 or for rent $65
per month in Hardin. Call
759-4084 or 753-6791. 
HOUSE FOR SALE at
Lakeway Shores. Corner lot,
3 BR, fireplace in living
room, place for stove• in
basement, 2 porches, garage,
SEARCH AND SEIZE.. $25,000. Call 502-726-6902. 
Search thru this business for REDUCED! MUST SELL,
the many advantages it couid white frame, 2 bedroom
afford you and seize the home. House has basement,
opportunity to make it your electric stove, refrigerator'
own today.. business plus and dishwasher. Priced in
fixtures and merchandise., teens. Call 753-9924-after 3:30
Do yourself a favor - go look: . Pna 
Call LORETTA JOBS- -47. MOTORCYCLES 
REALTORS at 753-1492. • 3977 ,KAWASAKI. 650. Will
'take best offer. Call 759-4104
- after 6 prn. -
• YAMAHA 400-YZ racing
bike, 1.400. Call 489-2149. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE 
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
41. USED CARS 
1972 CHEVIVOLET, fair
condition, AM-FM radio, 8
track tape. Must sell as soon
alosneossible, 1.725. Call 759-
1975 iSONTINENTAL 4.door,
red and white, 1 owner,.. low
mi lace, all new Michlin tfres
and sun roof. Call 4.3a- 427.
19-69 CUSTOMIZED
CHEVROLET Chevelle. Call
Anthony Lower y, 753-2620.
1967 DRAGSTER, has 440
engine which is in-excellent
condition. Automatic with
power steering, has wide







A business ready to
go! Hazel liar ber co.,
complete uith All
stock, bldg. and equip=
ment.'
*tell ends & Exeitmos Coll
Joe It  436 5676
led Nell 753 4461
Pen, Merit, 75311674
Don lecher 751 1930
19 L
46,000 miles, power and air,
good condition, $2800. Call
753-5945 after 5pm. 
1967 FORD GALAXY Con
Vertable, extra clean, extra
sharp, $1400. Call 75.3-4406
before 3 pm Or 7.59-1829 after
5 pm. - 
Murray
Datsun Inc.
OM Soo* frt. Street
Moe (5021 753.7114
Illerray, Keettecby 42071
1971 GREMLIN, 6 cyl.,
straight shift, $600. Call 753-
7438. 
1978 GRANADA G1A, power
steering, brakes, automatic,
AM-FM radio with 8 track.





consider older pickup in
trade. Call 474.2774. 
1975 GRAN PRIX:
Everything on it, runs good.
Call 753-9828 after 6 pm or see
at University Gulf at 5 points. 
1978 - KING COBRA, sharp
Call 759-4515. 
1973 PONTAIC Grand Am.
Low mileage. Call 759-1555: 
SO. USECETRUCKS' 
1955 CHEVROLET pickup,
engine newly over hauled,
body needs some work, $250.
Call 753-0935 after 6 pm. 
1970 CJ 5 JEEP., 4-wheel
drive. Rough but reliable,
$2500. Phone? 70-4573 or 753-
2248 after 6 pm. 
FOR SALE 1971 Jeep pickup.
Call 753-0993. 
51. CAMPERS 
CAMPER TO FIT long wheel
base pickup. Call .492-8352.
24 :f T. • -CONCORD Travel
fullly self contained,
steeps 8, air conditioned. Call
753-5374 days .and 437-4794
nights. 
36 INCH PICKUP topper.
Paneled, insulated, bubble
top, roll out windows, walk-in
door. Call 753-4978 after 5 pm. 
SPECIAL-Free air con-
dlteners with purchase of
new 1978 Prowler Travel
Trailer: Arrowhead Camper
Sale Hwy. BO E., Mayfield,
Ky. 1-502-247.8187. 
WHITES. CAMPER SALES:
Your local Star Craft, dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic
capper anti-freeze, $3.99 per
O.- lion. Located 4 miles from
Murray on 94 E. Call 753-
0605. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
15 FT. IMPERIAL BASS
Boat, with motor and trailer.
753-5374 days, and' 437-479/
nights.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
refrigeration work. Also
small electrical jobs. -Call
753:0762. 
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea-
graver' Free estimates. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
Genetal home remodeling,
framing, •aluminurh siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362.4195 - 
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway and South Marshall
County. Hurry before the
rainy season starts. 753-24113, 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,






estimates. Call 759 4085 or
753-5816. 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
HOME REPAIRS: Storm
screen, regular doors and
windows, floors and roofs.
Also small plumbing and
electrical work. Call 753-250)
after 5 prn
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the grourai, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




painters. Call 759 1228. 
FENCE SALES'. at Sears
now. Call Sears'.753.2310 for
free estimates . for your
needs.
Music Center, 753 3682 or 753
7149 after 6 pas. 
ROOF ING, excetleht
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
RESPONSIBLE LADY will
babysit. Call 901'-247 5685. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed Call or write Margin
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409'A, Paducah, .Ky.
42001 Phone day or night 1-
FOR ANNUAL or monthlY---443-7424.-
pest control service, call 753-




. installed per Your
specifications. tall Sears
-i310 Tar free esrtm ants-
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds.
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1 382-2645. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts.






INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.,
Call Sears 753-2310 for free 
estimates. 
I DO PAINTING, Can 753-,
8762 ask-for James.
Sa. FREE COLUMN - - 
FREE ONE MALE part
Australian Blue Heeler and
part Greman snepare.
years old obedient. Call 436-
5380 after 5 pm or 753-1362.-
MALE PART e1, ere, 4
months old. Call 436-5380
after 5 pm, or 753-1362. 
WILL GIVE AWAY to a good






Frocia (Miller) Farris, born,
Calloway -Co., Ky. 4-12-1873;
married, Allen Farris 1890;
died, 1924? Children believed -
to be Maryln, Dottie Sharp, .
Thomas, Kelly, Coveta,
Birdie. Preparing Miller







Floored NW ready. Up to 12 x 21. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
misting bows snit patios, or U-BUILD,- pre zut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 x80. Ivy the best for less.
BARKLEY UIKE_ --- -
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
.garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interegt Price-ino,000.-
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 41301
PHONE
502-685-4961
A LOT OF FARM
FORA.LITTLE
eaSS
76 Acres, 30 tendable, 1 1 2 acre tobacco base with
barn, It acre pond, hog lot. p x 24 Utility building
made-of concrete block. 5 Bedroom house I'S baths,
new pump, oil heat, all this and more for $60,009.
Waldrop Real Estate
753-5646 7
John loft is 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-7249
Janice Austin 753-8674
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
Discount Draperies
s*Ols- Mame Brand Merchandise
Reeves Factory Surplus
Every Friday night. 641 Auction House, Paris, Ten-
nessee. Th18 weticrtfn loads from St. Lotps.-Glassm
dishes, furniture, odds and ends of all kinglavAilielf
hp n" rutting lawnmower, 4 hp mower,.5 hp tiffareli
small flomelight, chain saw, all this less than une_t.rpdgi.....--
srlf1d, Me
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Deaths and Funerals




sister of Mrs. R. Itithodes of
Murray, died Tuesday at
soften _Memorial N.ursing
Home. She was 92 years of age
and a resident of South Fulton,
Tenn.
3-he decer4ed was a
member of the First Baptist
Funeral is Friday
For Noble Story
The funeral for Noble H.
Story will be held Friday at
two p.m. at the chapel oft* J. _
H. Churchill Funeral Borne
with the Rev. Dr. Bill Whit=-
taker and the Rev. Tom
Moody officiating. Burial will .,
follow in the Murray City .
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
t • 72 dieciTuesda
at 10:40 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was a member of the First
Baptist ("hunch. -
Surv.vors include his wife,
Mts. Mildred Jones Story,
Murray Route Seven, to whom
he was married on June 19,
1937; two. sisters, Mrs. J. D.
Rogers, Murray, and Mrs.
Pierce Craven, -Carrollton.
member of the Ruth Sunday
School Class, served as
Sunday School secretary and
teacher, Training Union
leader; WMU president, and
head of the extension
department.
Mrs. Rhodes was the wife of
M. L. Rhodes who died in 1961.
Born Aug. 31, 1886, in Weakley
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late John
Jefferson and Isora Morris
Winters. She had resided in
fulton since 1924 moving
there from Graves County.
Survivors . -include --tWo
ughTers, Mrs. Cecile -
-Arnold, South Fulton, Tenn...:
and Mrs. Naomi Moss, Nash- COCOA,
vile, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
R. R. Rhodes, Murray, and
Mrs. Othis Smith, Dalhart,
Texas; three granddaughters,
-Mrs_ Charles. O. Weeks, Jr.,
Mrs. Doyle Stewart, and Mrs.
Marilyn* Ross; one great
granddaughter, Mrs. George
Williams.
The funeral is being held
- today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel' of the Hornbeak
Funeral Horne„ Fulton, with
the Rev. David Clapp of-
• ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Leland Adams, H. C. Sams,
Jr.. Leon Hutchens, Boyce
Heithcock, O'Neal Jones, and
Fred_ BOndurant. Burial will
follow in the Cuba Cemetery.
a




At Hazel On Friday
Mrs. Alice Sheridan died
Wednesday at seven a.m. at
the Calvert City Convalescent
Home. She was 82 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Born July 15, 1896, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of Use late Mr. and
Mrs. Erwin Cochran.
Mrs. Sheridan is survived
by one son, Adolphus
Sheridan, Hazel Route One;
one sister, Mrs. Clisssi Cope,
Hardin; three grand-
daughters. Mrs. Moyce
Brown, Hazel Route One, Mrs.
Linda_ Adams, Murray, and
Mrs. Helen Hobbs, Palmer-
sville, Tenn.; two grandsons,
Gerald Sheridan, Haze Route
One, and Pvt. Johnny
Sheridan, Fort Dix, N. J.
. The funeral will be held
Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with the Rev.
James T. Garland officiating.
Pallbearers will be Gerald
Sheridan, Danny Adams,
Gerald Paschall, Paul Dunn,
Paul A. Lassiter, and Bert
Taylor. Burial will follow in
the Lassiter Cemetery.




Federal-State Market News Service Oet
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Fla. i AP) -
Scientists at the -Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in
California deny a published
report here that space agency
officials believe a "killer
satellite" may have knocked
out power in an ocean
research satellite :as it flew
over the Soviet Union.
MEXICO, N.Y. (AP) -
Pour persons were killed at a
rail crossing when their car
waS rained into the side of.
*molting freight train by Alio
other vehicles and a police car
involved in a high-speed
chase. The state trooper was
seriously injured Wednesday
night but the unidentified:
occupants of the two vehicles
being chased were not hurt,'
police said.
BOSTON (AP) - Doctors
have found they can double
the odds of successfully
-transplanting kidneys if
recipients are given a series of









Democratic Sen. Wafter "Dee" Hud-
dleston has received nearly 10 times as
much in financial contributions as his
Republican opponent, state Rep. Louie
Guenthner of Louisville, aecording to.
reports ,submitted to federal - election- -
authorities.
Copies made available Wednesday by—.
it. of Louievillo, and Maurice _ Tem-
pelsnan, president of Leon Tem-
pelsrnan & Son Inc. of New York City.
The bulk of Huddleston's _donations
came from various politicial action
committees. Among larger amounts
listed: 14,500 from the American Dental
PAC of Washington, $2,500 from Auc-
tion Markets PAC of Chicago and $2,500
:4*
- -
DONATE SIGN - The Southwest lunior Beta Club don:lied this school sign to South-
4,est Callowayllementar. School. Some of the members who worked on this project
are lett to. righrstaricfing, knife Cothran Sandy Turner, Fdwina Hudson, Donna Coles,
Jeff Butterworth, lean.% Paschall, Bill PPool, lane Cothran, sponsor, and Mari Hutson:
kneeling Lori M.41t4di 'Karen Dowdy, Billy Murray, Chuck Storey, Kenneth Futrell,
Moan Ras andlarl Anderson_ .1\ r
Washington
WASHINGTON 1API -
Egypt and Israel, urged by
President Carter to "stay until
we get this settled," are
working out the final details of
a treaty to end .30 years of
warfare.
WASHINGTON AP) -
President Carter is making'a
last-minute plea to Congress
to hold down the size of next
year's tax cut as Republicans
launch a final attempt to
assure additional cuts in 1980
and beyond.
WASHINGTON (AP) -
House leaders are trying to
merge a tax on fuel-Wasting
cars and tax credits for home
insulation with other parts of
President Carter's. energy
program on the theory that the
larger the package, the better
its chance of passage. '
WASHINGTON (AP) -
How far will your dollars go in
the mid-21st century? Nobody
knows for sure, but if.. the
Social Security
Bazaar-luncheon Planned
At FirstChurch Here On OcL24
The-Bazaar-Luncheon of the
United Methodist Women of
the First United Methodist
Church has been scheduled for
Tuesday, Oct. 24, according to
Barbara Erwin, general
chairmen for the annual fund
raising event of UMW.
Hours for. the bazaar will be
from eleven a.m. to three
p.m., and the booths will offer
useful items at attractive
prices, Mrs. Erwin said.
Viginia Douglas will preside
at the arts and crafts booth;
Ruth Wilson at the plants and
bulbs group; Pat Kiesow at
the Christmas table to include
tree onaments and skirts,
place mats, tablecloths and
napkins, candles. wreaths,
_and centerpieces. Elizabeth
_ Jeffrey_ at Abe_ children's
. cornet to offer "twice-sold"
Stock Market
noon, EDT,
Prices of 100.7.01 1014111 at
Ledger & Times bi/kat 
the
Corp of Murray, ate ei Wow
-Industrial Average  , 
Air Products  WM. +is
American Motors P. -
Ashland Oil Mliii unc
A:n(11i~ Teleptuxie 
--Bonanza ' fikEt /Li A
Chrysler .,11% sic
Ford Motor *Ai +14
GAF  •  1" +11.
General Care 110eB 1714.4
General Dynarnkel --- WA • +1
General Motors 8 -4.
General Tlre .-...27'4 -•-4-4l.
Goodrich 20% unc
Hardee, ,, 14k. *)iii





Qua ker Olga 1084 roc
Tappan •  +
Wal-Mart 
Wendy!  33A.B 344A
clothing andtoys; Eloise King
at the baked goods stand
where cakes, pies, bread,
cookies, candies, nuts, jellies,
jams, and pickles will be sold.
Luncheon chairman will be
Patty Mae Moody who an-
nounced two sittings at 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Tickets
for the luncheon must be
secured in advance, and for
luncheon reservations call
Maebelle Byers at 753-6354.
The hostess will be Modest
Clark Jeffrey, president of the
First United Methodist
Church Women. A nursery
will be open during the bazaar
hours, Mrs. Erwin said.
UNICEF Day
To Be Monday
The Hi4' and' Tri-Alpha
Clubs of Murray High School
have announced that Monday,
Oct. 16, will be UNICEF Day
in Murray. On Monday
evening from 6:00-8:30, homes
will be visited by volunteers
bearing official UNICEF
Identification, seeking
donations to benefit needy
child-en throughout the world.
All local clubs and service
groups who wish to provide
volunteer workers to assist in
the canvass on Oct. 16 are
asked to make arrangements
with Loyd Hasty oc Mary Ann
Russell, Hi-Y and Tri-Alpha
sponsors, at Murray High
School, 753-5202, so that local




One week from Saturday it will be





hold true, the average worker
will be making $656,000 a year
and millionaires will be a
dime a dozen.
International
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -
The plight of Beirut's
Armenian, community, san-
dwiched betWeen'Syrian and
Christian guns in Lebanon's
latest bloodletting, proves
once again the validity of the
Maxim that innocent civilians
are war's greatest victims:
VATICAN CITY (AP) -
The official mourning period
for Pope John Paul I ends
today as preparations for the
election of his successor
neated completion.
TOKYO (AP) - Like
mayors everywhere, Peking's
Wu Teh was the butt of
grousing over high prices and
lagging municipal services.
But he didn't change sides
quickly enough. during the
power struggle after, Chair-
man Mao Tse-tung died, and
now he's been replaced.
. MOSCOW (AP) - Some
Russians still place small
bunches of flowers on his
grave, but time has not been
kind to Nikita S. Khrushchev,




Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 355.0.
Below dam 302.1, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.0.
Below dam 302.4, up 0.1.
Sunset 6:26. Sunrise 7:01.
Huddleston, seeking a second term,
received $332,171 so far this yeat.
Guenthner, who is admittedly un-
derfinanced, reported receiving $34,695
as of last Tuesday, the deadline for
submitting reports before-theltet:
election.
The third candidate, Anthony
McCord of kkiiisville,, representing the.
American Party, reported $1,0117 in
campign donations. . -
Huddleston, regarded as a heavy
favorite, has said his goal as 'to raise
• 'at least $300,000.
His 'filing stewed be III spent Ar
except about $30,000 of the amount?
received. -Geenthnee haa spent prac-
tically all of his receipts and McCort -
had only $174 remaining in his cam-
paign till.
Among individuals, Huddleston.
received $1,000 contributions from
Gordon tIonnyman, president of Blue
Diamond Coal Co. in Knoxville, Tenn.;
general contractor H. G. Whittenberg
III I
Agricultural Political Education of San
Antonio. Texas.
Both Huddlesion and Guenthner-- -
received $5,000 each in direct donations
from ttielit-Party senatorial campaign
oonunittees, the maximum allowed
under the law.
Exceeding this amount for Guenthner
was a total of $10,000 in amounts of
41,000 each from various individuals at
Williamsburg, including four such
donations from women listing them-
selves as waitresses at Williamsburg
Rib Eye Steak House. All the con-
tributions were given last July 24.
Other iarge.-singles contributions to--.
the Republican candidate were $500
each-from Alma Scheirich, Charles
Grawmeyer and Edwin Middleton, all
of Louisville, Dr, Stanley Bernstein of
Owensboro and N. W. Burnette of
Fulton, a Democrat who hacked George
Wallace for president in the last
national' convention.
UCM Seeks SecretariaJ Help
The United Campus
Ministry is seeking to fill a
vatant secretarialpositicm by
the end of October. An
ecumenical campus ministry
supported by six
denominations, UCM works to
serve not only Murray State
students, but faculty and staff
as well. TWo full-time and two
part-time ministers make up
the professional staff.
The sectetitrial, position is
multi-faceted and includes the
. tasks of feceptionist, typist,
bookkeeper, hostess, filing
Clerk and mimeograph
machine operator. Good in-
terpersonal skills are im-
portant in the job which in-
volves contact. with a wide
variety of people. On-the-job
training in the use of the
mimeograph machine is

















required is not extensive.
Basically 30 hours a week,
50 weeks a year, the exact job
hours are somewhat flexible.
Those iliterested in applying
should send a resume by Oct.
20 giving pertinent
biographical information and
work experience to United





This Frigidaire Jet Cone Washer gets clothes cleaner than





so does the dirt.





NO YOU DON T
Take a look at a Frigidaire Jet Cone Washer. It'll knock your
socks-Ottt independent-laboratory tests have proven that .
Frigidaire's Jet Cone washing action circulates the
wash load three times more often per regular
wash cycle. And gets clothes cleaner than
the best selling brand's best washer"
in actordanee with SHAM s Standard
h4t.W•1 Soil Removal test using a 15-lb
dry wsught mated cotton test toad
Frigidaire's exclusive up and down washing action
Pulls clothes doer to the bottom of the tub where
the cleaning power is the greatest And this' is one
of the keys to getting your clothes cleaner than -




esciusive Frigidaire Roller-matic mechanism. No
gears to wear out, no oil to leak,
%ow
WCTo help loosen soil before agitation begins, the
exolusive Jet Circle Spray system starts drenching .
clgthes as soon as the water turnspn.
B.ulfno-
Don't wait a day longer to put Frigidaire cleaning
power to work for you. Especially-if yours is a





Stop wasting hot water.
I detergent and other f ;Sundry
aids A Frigidaire Water 
•• 
—
Level selector lets you match
the amount of water to the
Size of your washload -from&
few pieces to a full 18 lbs
W.T.
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